Observations of exoplanetary systems provide clues about the intrinsic distribution of planetary systems, their architectures, and how they formed. We develop a forward modeling framework for generating populations of planetary systems and "observed" catalogs by simulating the Kepler detection pipeline (SysSim). We compare our simulated catalogs to the Kepler DR25 catalog of planet candidates, updated to include revised stellar radii from Gaia DR2. We constrain our model based on the observed 1-D marginal distributions of orbital periods, period ratios, transit depths, transit depth ratios, transit durations, transit duration ratios, and transit multiplicities. Models assuming planets with independent periods and sizes do not adequately account for the properties of the multi-planet systems. Instead, a clustered point process model for exoplanet periods and sizes provides a significantly better description of the Kepler population, particularly the observed multiplicity and period ratio distributions. We find that 0.56 +0.18 −0.15 of FGK stars have at least one planet larger than 0.5R ⊕ between 3 and 300 days. Most of these planetary systems (∼ 98%) consist of one or two clusters with a median of three planets per cluster. We find that the Kepler dichotomy is evidence for a population of highlyinclined planetary systems and is unlikely to be solely due to a population of intrinsically single planet systems. We provide a large ensemble of simulated physical and observed catalogs of planetary systems from our models, as well as publicly available code for generating similar catalogs given user-defined parameters.
INTRODUCTION
Within the past decade, NASA's Kepler mission (Borucki et al. , 2011a Batalha et al. 2013 ) has discovered thousands of exoplanets and hundreds of multi-planet systems around Sun-like stars. Within these systems, there is an abundance of short period planets (i.e. with orbits much smaller than that of Earth) and tightly-packed multiple planets (Latham et al. 2011; Lissauer et al. 2011b Lissauer et al. , 2014 Rowe et al. 2014) . The wealth of transit detections generated by Kepler and the relative homogeneity of the sample allows for the study of exoplanet systems as a whole, enabling statistical exploration of the population of exoplanets detectable by Kepler.
Multi-transiting planetary systems are especially valuable because they serve as crucial tests for our models of planetary formation, their resulting architectures, and their subsequent evolution Contact e-mail: myh7@psu.edu and stability (Ragozzine & Holman 2010; Ford 2014; Winn & Fabrycky 2015) . The abundance of systems with many transiting planets indicates that systems with small mutual inclinations are common, as small mutual inclination angles between planets in the same system are required to explain how a single observer can see so many planets in a transiting configuration. These observations contribute to our theories of planet formation, supporting the picture that planets likely formed in relatively flat, gaseous disks. Previous studies have explored the degree of coplanarity required to explain the multitude of multi-transiting systems, focusing almost exclusively on the observed multiplicity and the transit duration ratio distributions (Latham et al. 2011; Lissauer et al. 2011b; Fang & Margot 2012; Figueira et al. 2012; Johansen et al. 2012; Tremaine & Dong 2012; Weissbein, Steinberg, & Sari 2012; Fabrycky et al. 2014) . However, one emergent puzzle from the studies of observed transiting multiplicities is the apparent excess of single transiting systems, which has led some authors to speculate the existence of a second popu-lation of intrinsic singles or highly inclined multi-planet systems, a so-called "Kepler dichotomy" (Lissauer et al. 2011b; Johansen et al. 2012; Hansen & Murray 2013; Ballard & Johnson 2016) .
It is unclear how the planet multiplicities and their orbital inclinations mesh with other observed properties of the transiting population, such as the distributions of their orbital periods and period ratios. The period ratios of adjacent planet pairs in multi-planet systems, which is a direct measure of their physical separations and thus stability, have been studied (Fabrycky et al. 2014; Steffen & Hwang 2015) . The period ratios range from close to unity to over several dozen, with 1.172 being the smallest observed period ratio in the KOI-1665 system (Lissauer et al. 2011a) . Smaller period ratios of 1.038 (in KOI-284) and 1.065 (in KOI-2248) are now interpreted as due to transiting planets with very similar periods around different stars in a binary system (Lissauer et al. 2011a . These studies also find relative excesses of (apparently) adjacent planet pairs with period ratios near (slightly larger than) first order meanmotion resonances (MMRs), namely near the 3:2 and 2:1 ratios (Fabrycky et al. 2014; Steffen & Hwang 2015) . Inferring the true rate of near resonant systems is difficult, due to the interaction of the geometric joint transit probability, detection efficiency, and the unknown distribution of mutual inclinations and eccentricities.
A few studies have also attempted to understand the size distribution of planets in multi-planet systems, by probing their relative radii using transit depth ratios in order to minimize the effects of our uncertainties in the stellar radii. For example, Ciardi et al. (2013) found that for planet pairs with planets larger than ∼ 3R ⊕ , the outer planet tends to be larger than the inner one, although they did not observe this trend for planets 3R ⊕ . In addition, planet sizes appear to be highly correlated, as evidenced by the peaked nature of the adjacent radii ratio distribution (Weiss et al. 2018a) , and this clustering extends to planet masses (Millholland, Wang, & Laughlin 2017) . While the mechanisms of photo-evaporation (Owen & Wu 2013; Fulton et al. 2017; Owen & Wu 2017; Van Eylen et al. 2017; Carrera et al. 2018) or core-powered mass-loss from formation Gupta & Schlichting 2018) have been proposed to explain these features in the distributions of radii and radii ratios, complex observational biases limit our ability to distinguish models or understand the relative contribution of physical and observational effects. To further illustrate this point, most recently Zhu (2019) has challenged the statistical significance of the correlations reported by Ciardi et al. (2013) and Weiss et al. (2018a) . Zhu (2019) found that testing the significance of correlations by bootstrap re-sampling with cuts on the signal-to-noise ratios (as opposed to planet size) resulted in smaller and less significant correlations for sizes of planets in one system, uniformity of spacing, and preference for the outer planet to be larger than the inner planet. They suggest that a better way to study such correlations would be via forward modeling the detection and selection processes using a model for the intrinsic distribution of planetary properties. This study takes that approach and provides a fresh perspective on the significance of correlations in orbital period, planet size, and uniformity of spacing.
There is an overwhelming wealth of information in the observed Kepler population of exoplanets, especially encoded in the multiplicity, period ratio, and transit depth and duration ratio distributions. Exploratory analyses are difficult to interpret due to complex geometric and sensitivity biases in the Kepler detection pipeline. Earlier works such as those discussed above attempted to study these features but had fewer detections to work with, a more limited understanding of the Kepler pipeline's detection efficiency, greater uncertainties in the stellar properties, and intractable biases in the planet catalog due to human-influenced vetting of planet candidates. In this work, we are able to address these concerns by making use of several recent analyses and updates to the Kepler stellar and planetary properties. We use the final Kepler DR25 catalog (Thompson et al. 2018) , which was generated using a completely automated procedure for the vetting of planet candidates using the Kepler Robovetter. We rely and build on the Exoplanets Systems Simulator ("SysSim"), which makes use of several additional DR25 data products describing Kepler's detection pipeline (Christiansen 2017; Burke & Catanzarite 2017a,b,c; Coughlin 2017) , and is described in Hsu et al. (2018 Hsu et al. ( , 2019 . Finally, we adopt the improved stellar properties from the European Space Agency's Gaia mission (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) , and planet candidates around a clean sample of FGK dwarfs as defined by Hsu et al. (2019) .
In this manuscript, we outline a new framework for simulating catalogs of observed transiting planets in §2, which we use to explore several statistical, yet physically motivated, models for the intrinsic distribution of planetary systems. In particular, we explore a marked, clustered point process for generating planetary systems. For each planetary system, we attempt to generate the planets by first drawing a period and radius scale for each cluster and then drawing orbital periods and planet sizes for each planet in a cluster conditioned on the cluster's period and radius scales. These models are described in §2.1- §2.3. We define a set of summary statistics, a distance function to compare models to data, and a subset of the Kepler DR25 catalog we use to constrain our models, in §2.4. We describe the optimization procedure used to explore the multidimensional parameter space of each model in §2.5. In §2.6, we provide a brief review of the statistical machinery of Gaussian processes, and describe how we adapt it to serve as an "emulator" for our models and compute the credible regions for each model parameter using Approximate Bayesian Computation. The results for the credible regions of the parameters for each model are presented and discussed in §3. The results of each of our models, for both the observed and physical (intrinsic) distributions of planetary systems, and a direct comparison between them are described in §4. We compute some estimates for the fraction of stars with planets and the number of planets per star or planetary system in §4.3. A discussion of the Kepler dichotomy is presented in §4.4. We discuss how our models can be improved in §4.6, and summarize our main results and encourage the use of our code and model catalogs in §5.
METHODS
The models described in this paper are developed in the framework of the Exoplanets Systems Simulator, which we refer to as "SysSim". The SysSim codebase is written in the Julia language (Bezanson et al. 2014 ) and can be installed as the ExoplanetsSysSim.jl package (Ford et al. 2018b ). Our models can be accessed at https:// github.com/ExoJulia/SysSimExClusters.
Our general framework for performing an (approximate) Bayesian analysis can be summarized with the following steps:
Step 0: Define a statistical description for the intrinsic distribution of exoplanetary systems We present three separate statistical models in this paper ( §2.1). Each model is described by a set of physically motivated model parameters.
Step 1: Generate an underlying population of exoplanetary systems (physical catalog) from a given model Each model involves randomly drawing stars from the Kepler stellar catalog and populating them with planets. Planet radii and periods are drawn. Then, masses are assigned from the radii and a rejectionsampling algorithm is applied to only keep planetary systems that are physical.
Step 2: Generate an observed population of exoplanetary systems (observed catalog) from the physical catalog The systems are oriented by assigning orbits to each planet and the SysSim forward model simulating the Kepler detection pipeline is applied to generate a catalog of observed, transiting planets along with their "measured" properties.
Step 3: Compare the simulated observed catalog with the Kepler data A set of summary statistics are computed for both the simulated observed and Kepler data, and a distance function is computed to compare the two catalogs.
Step 4: Optimize the distance function to find the best-fit model parameters Steps 0-3 are repeated by passing the distance function into an optimization algorithm in order to explore the parameter space and attempt to find the best-fit model parameters.
Step 5: Explore the posterior distribution of model parameters using a Gaussian Process (GP) emulator For each model, a GP model is trained on a set of points (model parameters with computed distances) in order to form an emulator for the full forward model. The emulator is used to quickly characterize the parameter space.
Step 6: Compute credible intervals for model parameters and simulated catalogs using Approximate Bayesian Computing Model parameters are drawn from prior distributions, and used to draw an emulated distance from the GP emulator. If the emulated distance is less than a specified distance threshold, we accept the set of model parameters. The credible regions are reported based on the accepted sample of model parameters, and we present and analyze the simulated physical and observed catalogs that resulted in the distance from the full forward model being less than the distance threshold.
We describe each of these steps in full detail in the following subsections.
Models for generating planetary systems
We describe three separate models, starting with a baseline Nonclustered model, extending to a Clustered Periods model, and then a Clustered Periods and Sizes model. First, we give a brief overview of all three models. Then we provide details about the method for drawing each of the properties under the different models. Results from the Non-clustered model shown in §4, will provide empirical support for motivating use of the clustered models.
In the Non-clustered model, we first draw a number of planets for each star and then draw orbital periods and planet sizes independently for each planet in a system, using a simple power-law for period and a broken power-law for radius. In both of the clustered models, we first draw a number of "clusters" of planets for each star. For each cluster, we draw a number of planets and a period scale. In the Clustered Periods and Sizes model, we also draw a radius radius scale for each cluster. Then the sizes, periods and other properties of each planet are drawn from a distribution conditioned on the properties of their parent cluster. Thus, the properties of planets are explicitly correlated with those of other planets from the same cluster. This leads to closely spaced planets often having strong correlations, but more widely spaced planets having weaker correlations.
Numbers of planets
We will constrain our models based on the observed multiplicity distribution (as described in §2.4.1) and use the results to address both the overall rate of planets per star and the fraction of stars with at least one planet in this study. Therefore, it is important to consider the process for assigning the number of planets assigned to each star. For the Non-clustered model, we draw the number of planets in each system from a Poisson distribution, N p ∼ Poisson(λ p ). In the clustered models we first draw a number of clusters from a Poisson distribution, N c ∼ Poisson(λ c ). Second, we draw a number of planets for each cluster from a zero-truncated Poisson (ZTP) distribution, N p ∼ ZTP(λ p ), where the probability mass function is given by:
The choice of the ZTP is simply to avoid drawing empty clusters with no planets. 1 The way in which zero-planet systems are drawn is an important consideration for our models. In our non-clustered model, assigning a star no planets occurs when N p = 0 is drawn from the Poisson distribution for the number of planets per system, while in our clustered models, this occurs only when N c = 0 is drawn from the Poisson distribution for the number of clusters per system. Both the number of clusters and planets per cluster are truncated to not exceed maximum values, N c N c,max and N p N p,max , respectively. We set N c,max = 10 and N p,max = 15 in our Clustered models, and N p,max = 20 in our Non-clustered model, unless stated otherwise in order to avoid generating systems with extremely large numbers of planets, as these are computationally expensive.
Orbital Periods

Non-clustered model:
Orbital periods are drawn independently from a simple power-law distribution:
where f (P) is the probability density function and α P is the powerlaw index for the period distribution. We choose P min = 3d and P max = 300d.
Clustered Periods and Clustered Periods and Sizes models:
The orbital period of each planet is drawn conditionally on the period scale for its parent cluster, P c . For each cluster we draw a trial P c from a simple power-law, and the planets in each cluster have trial periods drawn from a log-normal distribution conditioned on P c with a cluster width that is scaled to the number of planets:
where P i are the unscaled periods, P i are the true periods, N p is the number of planets in the cluster, and σ P is the cluster width scale factor, per planet in the cluster. The trial periods are accepted or rejected based on a heuristic for orbital instability, as described in §2. 
Planet sizes
Non-clustered model and Clustered Periods model:
Planet radii are drawn independently from a broken power-law:
where f (R p ) is the probability density function, and α R1 and α R2 are the broken power-law indices for the planet radius distribution below and above R p,break , the break radius, respectively. Our choice of a broken power-law for the radius distribution is motivated by previous studies suggesting that there is an observed break at around 2 − 3R ⊕ , with a rise in occurrence down to ∼ 2R ⊕ and a plateau below that (Youdin 2011; Howard et al. 2012; Petigura, Marcy, & Howard 2013b) . Clustered Periods and Sizes models: The radius of each planet is drawn conditionally on the radius scale for its parent cluster, R p,c . The cluster radius scales R p,c are drawn from a broken power-law, while the planets in each cluster have their radii drawn from a log-normal distribution conditioned on R p,c with a fixed scale for the cluster width σ R :
For all three models, we limit our analyses to R p,min = 0.5R ⊕ and R p,max = 10R ⊕ , as the distribution of larger or smaller planets is not well constrained by Kepler observations.
Planet Masses
Planets vary significantly in structure and composition (Wolfgang & Laughlin 2012; Lopez & Fortney 2014; Chen & Kipping 2016; Wolfgang, Rogers, & Ford 2016) . We adopt a non-parametric massradius relation from Ning, Wolfgang, & Ghosh (2018) in order to assign planet masses probabilistically given their drawn planet radii. This mass-radius relation involves a series of Bernstein polynomials used to model the joint distribution of mass and radius based on a sample of 127 Kepler exoplanets with RV or TTV masses, and is more flexible than simpler, power-law mass-radius relations. To accelerate computations, we pre-compute and use a 1001 × 1001 look-up table for the mass-radius relation.
Eccentricities
We draw the orbital eccentricities from a Rayleigh distribution, e ∼ Rayleigh(σ e ), where the Rayleigh parameter (σ e ) parameterizes the scale for eccentricities, following previous works (e.g. Moorhead et al. 2011; Fabrycky et al. 2014) .
truncated between P min = P min /P max and P max = P max /P min (this is to avoid drawing unscaled periods such that maximum period ratio is greater than P max /P min , which would have no chance fitting between P min and P max regardless of P c ). We then draw a cluster period scale P c from Equation (3) (truncated between P min /min{P i } and P max /max{P i }) to give P i = P i P c , checking that the drawn value of P c allows the planets in the cluster to be stable with all other planets in the system; see §2.2 for a detailed outline of this process.
Mutual inclinations
Finally, we allow for two populations of planetary systems with separate distributions of mutual inclinations between planets. We use Rayleigh distributions for both populations, as the Rayleigh distribution has been used to describe mutual inclinations in previous works (e.g. Fabrycky & Winn 2009; Lissauer et al. 2011b; Fang & Margot 2012; Dawson, Lee & Chiang 2016) . Thus, for a fraction f σ i,high of systems we draw from a broad distribution of mutual inclinations while for the remaining 1 − f σ i,high fraction of systems we draw from a narrower distribution:
where u ∼ Unif(0, 1) and σ i,low σ i,high . In addition, we check whether each planet is near a 2:1, 3:2, 4:3, or 5:4 MMR with another planet, and draw i m ∼ Rayleigh(σ i,low ) for planets that are. For our purposes, we regard adjacent planet pairs as "near a MMR" if their period ratio is within 5% exterior to the MMR. This amounts to period ratios between 1.5 and 1.575 as near the 3:2 MMR and period ratios between 2 and 2.1 as near the 2:1 MMR, for example. Our motivation for forcing planets near MMRs to have more coplanar orbits than other planets is to explore whether this alone can produce the apparent relative excesses of planets with period ratios just wide of MMRs (Fabrycky et al. 2014; Steffen & Hwang 2015) , or whether it is essential to generate more planets near MMRs than what is drawn naturally from our model for orbital periods (see §2.1.2). Since planets with more coplanar orbits are more likely to transit together than highly mutually inclined planets, our model has the effect of producing slightly more observed planet pairs near MMRs than planet pairs with arbitrary period ratios. We leave f σ i,high , σ i,high , and σ i,low as free parameters of the models.
Stability criteria
We test whether planetary systems are likely to be long-term Hill stable after drawing their periods. When a planetary system is identified as likely unstable, then it is discarded and we attempt to redraw orbital periods. Our instability criterion is based on the spacing between adjacent planets (∆) normalized by the mutual Hill radius (R H ), which is given by:
where a in , a out are the semi-major axes and m in , m out are the masses of the inner and outer planets, respectively, and M is the mass of the stellar host. We define an instability criterion that is parametrized in terms of R H :
To avoid generating planetary systems likely to be unstable, we require ∆ ∆ c where ∆ c is the minimum separation (held fixed). For two circular and co-planar orbits, the minimum separation required to be Hill stable (i.e., no close encounters) is given by ∆ > 2 √ 3 3.46 (Gladman 1993) . Chambers, Wetherill, & Boss (1996) used numerical simulations to conclude that systems with equal-mass planets separated by ∆ < 10 are virtually always unstable. Pu & Wu (2015) find that ∆ 12 is required for long-term stability of planets in multi-planet systems given certain assumptions about the masses and eccentricity distribution for the Kepler exoplanets. In our early exploratory analyses where ∆ c was treated as a free parameter, we found that our models preferred smaller values, ∆ 10. Therefore, we set ∆ c = 8 for the remainder of this paper unless otherwise stated.
Summary of the free parameters of our models
Our Non-clustered model has a total of 10 free parameters: λ p , α P , α R1 , α R2 , R p,break , σ e , ∆ c , f σ i,high , σ i,high , and σ i,low . The Clustered Periods model has an additional two parameters λ c and σ P (the cluster width in log-period per planet in the cluster) to give 12 free parameters, while the Clustered Periods and Sizes model adds yet another parameter σ R (the cluster width in log-radius) for a total of 13 free parameters. In our early exploratory analysis we found that the break radius R p,break and the minimum separation ∆ c were not well constrained by Kepler observations (see §2.5 for more details). In particular, R p,break can take on a wide range of values and the models seem to prefer a smaller values of ∆ c 10. Thus, in order to improve the efficiency of the fitting procedure, we reduce the number of free parameters and thus the size of the parameter space by setting these parameters to R p,break = 3R ⊕ and ∆ c = 8 based on previous studies (e.g., Petigura, Marcy, & Howard 2013b) . This reduces the number of free parameters for each model by two. A list of all the parameters of our models used in this paper is provided in Table 1 .
Procedure for generating a physical catalog
We outline the procedure for generating an underlying population of planetary systems (a physical catalog) from the Clustered Periods and Sizes model as follows. The procedure for the other two models are analogous (we explain how to modify the procedure after these steps).
(i) Set a number of target stars N stars,sim for each simulated catalog, typically equal to the number of Kepler targets being used as observational constraints.
(ii) Set a value for each of the model parameters.
(iii) For each target, assign stellar properties drawn from the Kepler stellar catalog (updated based on Gaia DR2, as described in Hsu et al. (2019) , and allowing for the uncertainties in the stellar properties). Stellar properties include radius and mass which affect the observed transit properties, as well as the one-sigma depth function, window function, and contamination that are necessary for the planet detection model (Hsu et al. 2019) .
(iv) Draw a number of clusters in the system, N c ∼ Poisson(λ c ).
(v) For each cluster:
(a) Draw a number of planets in the cluster from a zero-
(b) Draw a radius for each planet in the cluster: first, draw a characteristic radius R p,c for the cluster according to Equation (7) . If N p = 1, the radius of the cluster's one planet is simply R p = R p,c . If N p > 1, draw a radius for each of the cluster's planets, R p,i ∼ Lognormal(R p,c , σ R ), where i = 1, ..., N p (the log is base-e). Draw their masses using the mass-radius relation from the non-parametric model in Ning, Wolfgang, & Ghosh (2018) .
(c) Draw an orbital eccentricity e ∼ Rayleigh(σ e ) and argument of periastron ω ∼ Unif(0, 2π) for each planet in the cluster.
(d) Draw orbital periods for each planet in the cluster: If N p = 1, assign an unscaled period of P = 1. If N p > 1, draw their unscaled periods P i ∼ Lognormal(0, N p σ P ), where i = 1, ..., N p (the log is base-e), and sort them in increasing order. Check if
∆ c for all i in the entire system. Re-sample the unscaled periods P i until this condition is satisfied or the maximum number of attempts N attempts is reached. 3 If the case is the latter, discard the cluster. Draw a period scale factor P c (days) according to Equation (2) and multiply each planet's unscaled periods by the period scale for its parent cluster: P i = P i P c .
(e) Test for stability: Check if ∆ ∆ c for all adjacent planet pairs in the entire system, including planets from previously drawn clusters. If the system is identified as likely unstable, redraw P c for the current cluster until this condition is satisfied or until the maximum number of attempts N attempts is reached. If the latter case occurs, discard the cluster.
(vi) For each system, draw an inclination angle (relative to the plane of the sky) for the reference plane of the system isotropically, cos i ref ∼ Unif(0, 1). For each system, draw a number u ∼ Unif(0, 1). If u < f σ i,high , set σ i = σ i,high ; otherwise, set σ i = σ i,low . Assign an orbit to each planet in the system: (a) Compute the period ratios P = P i+1 /P i of all adjacent planet pairs in the system. For each planet, check if it is near any MMRs with any adjacent planet by checking if P mmr P 1.05P mmr for any P mmr in {2, 1.5, 4/3, 1.25} (aside from the inner-and outer-most planet, each planet is part of two adjacent planet pairs). If the planet is not near any MMRs with another adjacent planet, draw a mutual inclination angle (relative to the reference plane) i m ∼ Rayleigh(σ i ); otherwise, draw a mutual inclination angle i m ∼ Rayleigh(σ i,low ) regardless of whether σ i,high or σ i,low was assigned to the non-resonant planets of the system.
(b) For each planet's orbit, draw an angle of ascending node Ω ∼ Unif(0, 2π) in the reference plane.
(c) Compute the inclination angle i (relative to the plane of the sky) for each planet's orbit using the spherical law of cosines,
The procedure is very similar for the other models. For the Clustered Periods model, instead of drawing a characteristic radius R p,c for each cluster as in Step 5(b), we simply assign planet radii by drawing them directly from Equation (6). In the case of the Nonclustered model, Steps 4-5 are simplified to drawing a number of planets N p ∼ Poisson(λ p ) and directly drawing their periods and radii by Equations (2) and (6). 4 3 We adopt a value of N attempts = 100, for the purposes of computational efficiency. This is necessary to prevent certain (e.g. extremely populated but compact; large N p with a small set value of σ P ) clusters from significantly increasing the computational time for simulating a physical catalog. On the other hand, if we attempt the drawing of planets in each cluster only a few times (or even just once), the rejection-sampling algorithm tends to produce too few planetary systems. Thus, a modest number of attempts per cluster provides a compromise between these two extremes. Also, a consequence of this procedure is that the true mean rates of clusters and planets per cluster in our samples are somewhat less than λ c and E[N p ], respectively. 4 The Non-clustered model could be considered as a special case of the Clustered models by setting the number of planets per cluster to one, N p = 1, instead of drawing from a ZTP distribution in Step 4(a). If there is exactly one planet per "cluster", then the properties of planets in the same planetary system are effectively drawn independently. In this case, the total number of planets in any system is N c . In practice, for the Non-clustered model, we (2), (3)
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Procedure for generating an observed catalog
The underlying population of planetary systems is then used to generate an observed catalog of exoplanets using a procedure which simulates the observational pipeline employed by Kepler. This procedure is the same regardless of the choice of model used for generating the physical catalog. The full pipeline that is implemented in SysSim as described in Hsu et al. (2018 Hsu et al. ( , 2019 incorporates many Kepler DR25 data products, including tabulated window functions, one sigma depth functions, and a detection efficiency derived from analyzing pixel-level transit injections. We briefly summarize the main considerations here. First, we reduce the number of planets by only keeping (in the observed catalog) planets that transit. 5 This amounts to requiring that the impact parameter b is less
Next, we select a subset weighted by their detection probabilities. We require at least three transits to be observed by the Kepler mission based on window functions provided as part of Kepler DR25, as described in (Hsu et al. 2019) . A planet is labeled as detected if a random number u ∼ Unif(0, 1) is less than the planet's draw periods for all the N p planets simultaneously and accept or reject all periods at once, so as to improve computational efficiency and to minimize artifacts near P min and P max for systems with many planets. 5 We use SysSim in the singler-observer mode, and do not make use of CORBITS for sky-averaging (Brakensiek & Ragozzine 2016) . Working in single-observer model allows our forward model to reproduce the variations in the observed Kepler catalog due to the finite number of targets (see Hsu et al. (2019) ) and avoids issues with two-planet correlations that aren't calculated by CORBITS. detection probability (conditioned on it transiting), as calculated by assuming the joint detection and vetting efficiency model described in (Hsu et al. 2019) . For each of the detected transiting planets, we compute the true transit depths accounting for limb darkening and the true transit durations according to (Kipping 2010, Equation (15) therein):
where t dur is the full-width half-maximum transit duration and a R ≡ a/R star is the semi-major axis in units of the stellar radius. The one-term analytic expression in Equation (13) only assumes that the planet-star separation does not change during the entire transit event and neglects the planet size (Kipping 2010) . Using this definition grazing transits (i.e., 1 b < 1 + R p /R star ) have zero duration. Finally, we add measurement noise to the true period, transit depth and transit durations and compile the "observed" properties of the detected transiting planets into a simulated observed catalog. Some of the simulations used for exploring parameter space and training the emulator (see §2.5- §2.6) use a simplified noise model where the fractional uncertainties in orbital periods, transit depths and transit durations are held fixed. However, the final simulations for constraining model parameters and inferring the distributions of observed and physical properties use a diagonal version of the transit noise model of (Price & Rogers 2014) , which is based on a trapezoidal transit model and accounts for the finite integration time.
Observational comparisons
Next, we compare the simulated observed catalogs of exoplanets derived from our models to the actual observed population of exoplanets by the Kepler mission. In principle, one could attempt to generate simulated catalogs that precisely match all planet properties to those of the actual Kepler catalog. Of course, the odds of generating such a catalog are minuscule, even if one could use the perfect model for the underling exoplanet population due to the stochastic nature of the model. Instead, we identify a set of summary statistics that encode the most physically important properties of the distributions of planetary systems observed by Kepler in §2.4.1. Next, we define a distance function that quantifies the the degree of similarity between the summary statistics for the two catalogs in §2.4.2. We describe a procedure for identifying sets of parameters for our physical models that approximately minimize the distance between simulated and observed catalogs (allowing for inevitable shot noise due to the stochastic nature of the model) in §2.5. Finally, we constrain the model parameters using approximate Bayesian Computing (ABC). Given the cost of the full model, we train a Gaussian process emulator to approximate the distribution of the distances computed from our forward model in §2.6. We obtain samples from the ABC posterior by drawing trial model parameters based on the GP emulator, computing the distance with the full SysSim forward model, and accepting parameter values that result in a small distance between the simulated observed catalog and the Kepler DR25 catalog.
Summary statistics
Our procedure for generating observed catalogs yields an observed catalog with a "measured" orbital period P, transit duration t dur , and transit depth δ for each observed planet. A good forward model must result in a similar number of detected planets, as well as a similar number of systems with m detected planets. Additionally, we want our models to reproduce the observed distributions of orbital periods, transit depths and transit durations. Finally, we want our forward models to produce planetary systems that have realistic correlations between the orbital period and sizes of planets with the same system. Therefore, we compute the following summary statistics for each observed catalog: (i) the overall rate of observed planets relative to the number of target stars, f = N p,tot /N stars , where N p,tot and N stars are the total numbers of observed planets and stars in the catalog, respectively, (ii) the observed multiplicity distribution, {N m }, where N m is the number of systems with m observed planets and m = 1, 2, 3, ..., (iii) the observed orbital period distribution, {P}, (iv) the observed distribution of period ratios of apparently adjacent planets, {P}, where P = P i+1 /P i , (v) the observed transit depth distribution, {δ}, (vi) the observed distribution of the transit depth ratios of apparently adjacent planets, {δ i+1 /δ i }, (vii) the observed transit duration distribution, {t dur }, (viii) the observed distribution of (period-normalized) transit durations of apparently adjacent planets near mean motion resonances, {ξ res }, and (ix) the observed distribution of (period-normalized) transit durations of apparently adjacent planets not near mean motion resonances, {ξ non−res }.
Previously published studies have attempted to match a subset of these summary statistics, but not all at once. Each summary statistic is most sensitive to one or two model parameters, but typically have weaker dependencies on other model parameters.
For example, the transit duration distribution is useful for characterizing the orbital eccentricities (Ford, Quinn, & Veras 2008) . Moreover, the period-normalized transit duration ratio ξ (also known as the orbital-velocity normalized transit duration ratio, Fabrycky et al. 2014 ) is a useful probe of the orbital properties of exoplanets in multi-transiting systems. It can be shown that the ratio of the period to the transit duration cubed is proportional to the stellar density, P/t 3 dur ∝ ρ (Seager & Mallén-Ornelas 2003) . Thus, for two planets transiting the same star, it is useful to consider the ratio of their period-normalized transit durations. This quantity has been used to test whether two planets really transit the same star; if they do, ξ should be near unity (Lissauer et al. 2012; Fabrycky et al. 2014) . Following Steffen et al. (2010) and Fabrycky et al. (2014) , we define ξ as:
More importantly for our purposes, the distribution of ξ encodes information about the orbital eccentricities and impact parameters (i.e., inclination angles) of the transiting planets (Fabrycky et al. 2014; Morehead 2016) . It is useful to transform this quantity by taking the logarithm, log ξ, so that negative values imply ξ < 1 and positive values denote ξ > 1. For planets in circular, coplanar orbits around the same star, log ξ must be non-negative (if they both transit at the equator, b = 0 and ξ = 1; otherwise, the inner planet must have a smaller impact parameter b than the outer planet, and thus a longer period-normalized transit duration, ξ > 1). Deviating from coplanarity by increasing the mutual inclination angles results in a lower skewness (i.e., greater symmetry around 0) for the distribution of log ξ, because the impact parameters become more randomized as the outer transiting planets need not necessarily have larger values of b than the inner planets. For eccentric orbits, the distribution of log ξ becomes more spread out (i.e., more extreme values of ξ are more common) with increasing eccentricities because the velocities of the planets during transit become more randomized, depending on whether the transits occur near periastron or apastron. Our forward model involve assigning systems to one of two separate mutual inclination scales and assigning planets near MMRs to follow the smaller mutual inclination distribution (i m ∼ Rayleigh(σ i,low ); see Step 6(a) in §2.2). In order to constrain the inclinations of both populations, we include two summary statistics based on the ξ distribution: {ξ res } calculated using only observed planet pairs apparently near a MMR (i.e. based on the observed periods) and {ξ non−res } calculated using the remaining planet pairs (i.e., planets pairs not apparently near any MMRs).
Distance function
Approximate Bayesian Computing (ABC) is a powerful method for performing inference on models where it is impractical to write an explicit likelihood, such as the case for studying multi-planet systems observed by Kepler (Hsu et al. 2018) . In ABC, one must define a distance function to quantify how different two catalogs are. This distance is a function of only the summary statistics for each catalog and goes to zero when the two summary statistics are identical. For simple analytic distributions, one can identify sufficient summary statistics for which one can rigorously prove that the ABC posterior approaches the true posterior as a distance threshold goes to zero. In practice, ABC is most useful for complex problems like ours, for which it is impractical to identify sufficient statistics. In these cases, the ABC posterior will be broader than the true posterior, since some draws may reasonably reproduce the summary statistics, but differ in some way that did not contribute to the distance function.
Having identified summary statistics that are both observable and physically significant in §2.4.1, we proceed to define a distance function for each summary statistic. For most of our summary statistics, we use either the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS; Kolmogorov 1933; Smirnov 1948 ) distance or a rescaled variant of the two-sample Anderson-Darling (AD; Anderson & Darling 1952; Pettitt 1976 ) distance. A component distance of zero would mean that the marginal distributions for each of these summary statistics are identical. The use of KS distances rewards distributions that agree best near the median of the marginal distribution, while the use of AD distances is more sensitive to differences in the tails of the marginal distributions. We perform calculations using both, primarily as a sensitivity test. By comparing results using two different distance functions, we can check whether any of our conclusions are sensitive to the choice of distance function.
For our total distance, we take a linear combination of individual distance terms for each summary statistic:
where D W is the total weighted distance, we set α D = 1, and
is the weight (defined below) of the i th distance term, D i . In principle, one could have chosen another value of α D , corresponding to the Euclidean normal or maximum norm. Either of these would result in a total distance that is more sensitive to the most discrepant summary statistic than our choice of α D = 1, which was informed by our preliminary exploratory analyses.
We want a total distance function that takes into account each of the observed marginal distributions of the Kepler population described in §2.4.1, as well as the overall rate of planets per observed star, f Kepler . We aim to assign weights to the individual distances that reflect the precision with which they were measured by Kepler. Therefore, we specialize Equation 17 to:
where D f is the distance between the two rates of observed planets, D mult is the distance of the multiplicity distributions, D i is the distance between the distributions of the i th observable, andσ(D) is the estimated root-mean-square (RMS) of the distance D given a "perfect" model (i.e., comparisons of simulated catalogs to a reference simulated catalog with the same model parameters). The indices for the observables run from i = 1 to i = 7, denoting the following distributions of measured properties in order: period {P}, period ratio {P}, transit depth {δ}, transit depth ratio {δ i+1 /δ i }, transit duration {t dur }, and period-normalized transit duration ratio for near-resonance {ξ res } and not-near-resonance {ξ non−res } planet pairs.
Rate of Observed Planets:
Since the rate of observed planets is a scalar, the distance function is simply,
Multiplicity: The observed multiplicities {N m } is a vector of integers. If each system had the same probability to be observed as an m-planet system, then it would be a multinomial distribution. Formally, {N m } is not drawn from a multinomial since each system has a different set of probabilities for being observed as an m-planet system. Nevertheless, the theory of multinomial distribution is useful for identifying an appropriate distance function for the observed multiplicities. The Cressie-Read power divergence (CRPD) statistic (Cressie & Read 1984) is commonly used in comparing multinomial distributions like the multiplicity distribution and is known to be more robust than other choices like χ 2 for cases like ours where there is a large dynamic range between the values in each category and one of the categories (O 5 ) often has values less than 5. 6 Therefore, for D mult , we adopt the CRPD statistic which is given by:
where O j is the number of 'observed' systems according to one of our models and E j is the number of expected systems in the j th bin based on the rate of such systems in the Kepler data set. The indices j label the bins corresponding to 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5+ observed planets. Note that by definition, this statistic only sums over bins j for which E j 0 (as it is formally impossible to have a match between the observed and expected distributions when E j = 0 and O j > 0). These caveats are not significant for our analysis since our distance function D mult meets the primary goal of clearly favoring better matches to the Kepler data. 7 Continuous Distributions: For remaining D i terms, we perform the full analysis with two different distance functions for comparing samples of continuous random variables: the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) distance, and a rescaled variant of the two-sample Anderson-Darling (AD) distance. For two finite samples of sizes n and m, described by empirical distribution functions F n (x) and G m (x), the two-sample KS and AD distances are defined as:
where N = n + m is the combined sample size,
/N is the empirical distribution function for the combined sample, and M i is the number of observations less than or equal to the i th smallest in the combined sample (Pettitt 1976) . The KS distance is simply the maximum absolute difference in the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) and is thus most sensitive to the difference in the bulk locations of the two distributions. The AD distance on the other hand, more heavily weights the tails of the distributions and is thus more sensitive to differences at the extremes of the distributions. In practice, we find that the standard AD distance given by Equation (22) does not sufficiently account for the differences in the sample sizes n and m; in other words, two samples can give a very small AD distance even when n and m are vastly different. In the context of our models, this has the consequence that very small simulated observed catalogs (i.e. with only a handful of observed planets) can still result in small AD distances, even enough to counteract larger distances of D f for the overall rate of planets per star. 8 This is clearly undesirable as such models are terrible fits to the Kepler observations. In order to counteract this unintended consequence, we modify the AD distance to penalize such models (i.e. those that result in almost no observed planets) by dividing out the nm/N constant in front of the integral, giving:
For the remainder of the paper, we will refer to our modified AD distance given by Equation (24) as simply 'the AD distance' unless otherwise noted. We refer to the total weighted distance functions involving the KS or rescaled AD distance terms as D W,KS and D W,AD , respectively. In order to compute the weights w i for the individual distance terms, we first generate a simulated observed catalog using the Clustered Periods and Sizes model which serves as a reference catalog, and then repeatedly simulate catalogs using the same model (i.e. with identical model parameters) which would be a "perfect" model. The RMS (σ(D)) of each individual distance term and the weights (the inverse of the RMS, w = 1/σ) computed this way are listed in Table 2 , while the model parameters used to generate this reference catalog are given in Table 3 . The distances for each term are not zero because the simulations involve Monte Carlo noise and only a finite number of planets are drawn per iteration. Indeed, the true Kepler catalog of observed planets is finite in size. Thus, we simulate a reference catalog that contains a similar number of observed planets given the same number of target stars as the Kepler mission. However, for the purposes of computing the weights and optimizing the distance function to find the best-fit model parameters (see §2.5), we wish to reduce stochastic noise in order to improve our power to distinguish between different models. Therefore, we simulate catalogs from the 'perfect' model with five times as many stars to give observed catalogs that are five times as large as that of our Kepler sample, balancing the desire to reduce stochastic noise and computational time. We compute the weights with 1000 repeated simulations from the "perfect" model.
By summing the distances weighted by their variations for a "perfect" model, the total weighted distance emphasizes the distances of observables that are well characterized and prevents any single distance term with high stochastic noise from dominating the total distance function. Also, this implies that each individual distance term included in Equation (18) typically contributes a weighted value of roughly 1 to the total distance in the case of using the perfect model. 8 This is apparent if one considers the effect of the nm N term in Equation (21): let m be the number of observed planets in the Kepler data and n be the number of observed planets given by the model. If n m, this term is roughly ∼ m/2; but if n ∼ 1 m, this term becomes roughly m m+1 ∼ 1. Since m is relatively large, the nm N term is thus much smaller when n m than when n m. Andrae et al. 2018 ) in order to take advantage of its significantly improved stellar parameters for a large fraction of the Kepler target stars. These improvements (of primary interest, the stellar radii) result from the refined parallax and thus distance measurements of the Gaia mission. Furthermore, the Gaia DR2 parallaxes allow for a cleaner sample of main sequence target stars thanks to a more precise positioning of the targets in colorluminosity space. Additionally, the astrometric information allows for identification of targets likely consisting of multiple stars with comparable luminosity. We use the same Kepler target list as in Hsu et al. (2019) , who identified a clean sample of FGK main-sequence (M-S) stars for occurrence rate studies. This involved performing a series of cuts on the Kepler DR25 stellar table based on measurements reported in the Gaia DR2 and updating the stellar radii with values reported in the Gaia DR2. For full details, see §3.1 of Hsu et al. (2019) .
In order to minimize sensitivity to uncertainties in stellar radii, impact parameters, and the limb darkening model, we have chosen a distance function based on the distribution of transit depths instead of the the distribution of planet radii or planet-star radius ratios, since the measured transit depth does not depend on our knowledge of the stellar radius (like the planet radius) and is better modeled as a Gaussian distribution than the planet-star radius ratio (due to effects of limb darkening and covariance with impact parameter). Nevertheless, the uncertainties in stellar radii still affect our simulations via the transit depths of the simulated planets.
Planet Catalog: We start from the Kepler Data Release 25 (DR25) (Thompson et al. 2018 ) Kepler Objects of Interest (KOI) catalog as the basis for our study. This table is most suitable for a population study of the Kepler exoplanets because it involves uniform vetting of the Q1-Q17 light curves obtained by Kepler, and thus does not involve human biases across individual systems. It is derived from processing using the SOC pipeline release 9.3, and involves fully automated dispositioning of the Threshold Crossing Events (TCEs) using the Kepler Robovetter Twicken et al. 2016) . Specifically, the automated procedure involves determining whether the TCEs are transit-like, and if so, tests whether there is any evidence of an eclipsing binary, shift in the The Kepler Q1-Q17 DR25 population of KOIs vetted as planet candidates by the robovetter, given our cuts as described in §2.4.3. From top to bottom: histograms of the observed planet multiplicities, periods (P), period ratios (P), transit depths (δ), transit depth ratios (δ i+1 /δ i ), transit durations (t dur ), and period-normalized transit duration ratios (ξ). The period, period ratio, transit depth, and transit depth ratio bins are uniformly spaced in log, while the bins in the other histograms are linearly spaced.
in-transit centroid position, or contamination from another source Coughlin et al. 2016) . TCEs that pass all the tests are dispositioned as planetary candidates, and their planetary and orbital parameters are computed using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo fitting algorithm (Rowe et al. 2015) .
Starting from the Kepler DR25 KOI catalog, we remove planet candidates around targets that were excluded from the stellar catalog, as described above. Next, we keep only KOIs designated as planet candidates by the Kepler Robovetter. Then, we replace the transit depths and durations in the Kepler DR25 catalog (which were maximum likelihood estimators) with the median values from the MCMC-based posterior samples described in Rowe et al. (2015) . We update the planet radii based on the observed transit depths, the updated stellar radii from Gaia DR2 and the limb darkening model from the DR25 stellar catalog. Finally, we limit the planetary catalog to include planet candidates with periods between P min = 3 and P max = 300 days (see §2) and with updated planet radii between R p,min = 0.5R ⊕ and R p,max = 10R ⊕ .
These cuts result in a total of 79,935 Kepler targets (hereafter denoted by N stars,Kep ), with 2137 total planet candidates in 1561 systems (with periods between 3 − 300d and planet radii between 0.5 − 10R ⊕ ). Of these, a total of 390 multi-planet systems with 966 planets are included, with the remaining 1171 planets being in single systems. The resulting population of KOIs is shown in Figure 1 , where we plot histograms of the number of planets per system (N m , planet multiplicity), periods (P), period ratios of apparently adjacent planet pairs (P i+1 /P i ), transit durations (t dur ), period-normalized transit duration ratios (ξ), transit depths (δ), and transit depth ratios (δ i+1 /δ i ). These distributions serve as the target observed distributions for our models. In particular, the distributions of the period ratios, transit duration ratios, and transit depth ratios are especially insightful to model because they probe the architectures of planetary systems, yet are insensitive to the stellar parameters.
Optimization of the distance function
In order to compare our forward models to the Kepler observations, we need to find model parameters that result in simulated catalogs that are similar to the Kepler DR25 catalog. Given the complexity and computational expense of the model, we take a multi-stage approach. First, we use an optimizer to identify good regions of parameter space. Results from the optimizer are then used to train a Gaussian Process emulator (described in §2.6). Finally, we draw samples from prior distributions for model parameters and use rejection sampling to construct the ABC posterior for inference.
Here we describe the optimization stage that seeks the set of model parameters that minimize the distance function (for given a model, observed data set, and distance function). This is a challenging problem for several reasons. First, evaluating the distance function is computationally expensive, primarily due to the catalog simulation. Second, the parameter space is large. Our models involve several free parameters: 8, 10, and 11 for the Non-clustered, Clustered Periods, and Clustered Periods and Sizes models, respectively (even after fixing the break radius R p,break and minimum separation for stability ∆ c ). There can be correlations or potentially complicated interplay between model parameters. The third and most challenging factor is that the distance function is stochastic due to the finite number of targets. Even for fixed model parameters, the computed distance varies from one realization to the next due to Monte Carlo randomness in drawing target properties, physical properties of planetary systems, and simulated measurement noise. This means that traditional optimization algorithms that assume a deterministic function are not appropriate for our problem. In theory, one could reduce the variance in the distances drawn from our forward model by simulating significantly more targets than Kepler observed. While this could be a useful (but expensive) way to find the "best-fit" model parameters, it is not appropriate for accurately characterizing the uncertainties in the the model parameters. The summary statistics for the Kepler catalog include features that might be real or merely the result of small number statistics. In Approximate Bayesian Computing, our forward model should also have variance due to the finite number of targets observed, in order for the ABC posterior to properly weight model parameters accounting for the extent of variations due to the finite number of targets. Therefore, we use the same number of targets as in the Kepler catalog during both the optimization stage (this section) and the emulator stage (as described in the next section).
We use an adaptive Differential Evolution optimizer function with radius limited sampling, implemented by "BlackBoxOptim" (https://github.com/robertfeldt/BlackBoxOptim. jl). This package includes a general purpose optimization function "bboptimize()" which provides various algorithms, some of which are designed to deal with stochastic noise. For our purposes, we use the optimizer "adaptive_de_rand_1_bin_radiuslimited". This optimizer uses a population-based algorithm that iteratively searches a specified region in parameter space in order to try and minimize a target fitness function without assuming that the function is differentiable. Thus it is well suited to high dimensional problems with stochastic noise. We use the total weighted distance given by Equation (18) as the target fitness function, and leave most of the key model parameters of each model as free parameters with an allowed search range (minimum, maximum) for each parameter. Table 3 lists the search ranges we used for each free parameter, in each model.
We repeat 50 runs of the optimizer on each of our models, each with a different set of initial values for the free parameters drawn randomly (uniformly, while for λ c and λ p , uniformly in log) within each of the search ranges for each parameter. For each run, we set the 'population size' parameter equal to 4n params , where n params is the number of free parameters in the model. We simulate N stars,sim = 79, 935 targets for each generation of the model. In order to enforce the criteria σ i,low σ i,high , we transform these two parameters into two dummy variables r 1 , r 2 using a mapping from the unit square to a triangle (Osada et al. 2002) . 9 We also set a condition to avoid simulating the model if ln (λ c ) + ln (λ p ) > 2.5, in order to avoid wasting time on models with too many planets.
For computational expediency, we stop the optimization process after 5000 model iterations have been computed for each of the 50 runs. We observe from preliminary runs that the best models found during this stage do not improve appreciably with significantly more iterations (e.g. 10,000 iterations). We verify that the local minima found by each of the runs are in a similar region of parameter space.
9 Osada et al. (2002) prescribe the equation
√ r 1 C in their Equation (1) of Section 4.2 to uniformly map the unit square to any arbitrary triangle of vertices (A, B, C), i.e. by drawing r 1 and r 2 randomly between 0 and 1. We adopt this transformation and set the vertices to 
Exploring the parameter space with a Gaussian Process emulator
Computing the full forward model as detailed in §2.2- §2.3 is computationally expensive. Generating a physical catalog with N stars,sim = N stars,Kep = 79, 935 typically takes ∼ 10 − 20s for reasonable model parameters, although this is highly dependent on the mean rates of clusters and planets per cluster λ c , λ p , and the cluster width in log-period per planet σ P due to repeated draws for stability. (The procedure to simulate an observed catalog from a preexisting physical catalog is faster, taking just a few seconds.) Thus, it would be prohibitively time-consuming to simulate the full model for millions of iterations. Fortunately, for the purpose of finding the region(s) of parameter space that result in observed catalogs similar to the Kepler catalog, we only need to store the total weighted distance for each proposed set of model parameters and do not necessarily need to save all the information in the catalogs. Based on our initial exploratory analyses, the total weighted distance has a single dominant mode for each physical model, which is identified by the optimizer from §2.5. In the vicinity of that mode, the mean of distance function varies smoothly, but with considerable variance due to Monte Carlo noise from the finite number of stars. Thus, we can dramatically accelerate the exploration of parameter space by approximating the total weighted distance of our full model using a fast emulator. We adopt the machinery of Gaussian Processes (GPs) to train an emulator for our distance function and use the GP to explore the model parameter space in a computationally feasible manner (see the textbook by Rasmussen & Williams 2006 for an extensive guide to and discussion of GPs, and O'Hagan 2004 for an introduction to the GP-emulator approach). A Gaussian process emulator is a statistical model that aims to mimic a more complicated and expensive function by "emulating" the outputs of the expensive function given the same inputs. A covariance function specifies the correlation between draws from the GP for any pair of input values. For any set of inputs (i.e., model parameters), the GP emulator returns a Gaussian distribution for its prediction of the model output (i.e., distance) that depends on the observed values of the function at a set of training points. While the detailed outputs of our physical (Clustered and Non-clustered) models are complex, we only need for the GP emulator to provide a good approximation to the total weighted distance in a region of parameter space around that results in simulated catalogs that are a good match to the Kepler data. For each set of model parameters, the GP emulator returns a distribution, which approximates the mean and variance of the distribution of distances that would be returned by the full model (including the effects of finite number of targets). This allows us to explore the parameter space very quickly in order to efficiently estimate how often realizations with a given set of model parameters would result in a weighted distance less than the maximum acceptable distance for our ABC posterior sample.
Here we provide an overview of the GP emulator before providing more specific details below. For the remainder of this paper, we let θ denote the free parameters of our physical models (e.g. λ p , α P , etc. as listed in Table 3 , of our Non-clustered and Clustered models) and φ denote the (hyper) parameters of the GP emulator. We have a distance function D W (θ) (this is either D W,KS (θ) or D W,AD (θ)) that we evaluated at a large number of points θ during the optimization stage. As discussed below, we use a subset of points that yielded low distances during the optimization stage as training points for the GP emulator (see §2.6.2). For a given model and set of training points, we find the "best-fit" values of the hyper-parameters φ b f which maximize the log likelihood for the GP. Then, we use the emulator with φ b f to predict the distance D W (θ) for a much larger number of points in the model parameter space. We draw trial values of θ from a prior and reject draws that result in a predicted distance greater than a distance threshold. The distribution of the accepted points provides a sample from the ABC posterior (see §2.6.3). We compute credible regions for each model parameter θ from the quantiles of the accepted points.
Choice of mean and covariance function
GPs are especially useful in our context due to their flexibility in modeling stochastic processes with intractable functional forms. This is exactly the case for our distance function.
Mathematically, a GP is described by a prior mean function m(x) and a covariance (i.e. kernel) function k(x, x ; φ):
where f (x) is the function we wish to model ( f (x) = D W (θ) for our purposes), and φ are the hyper-parameters of the kernel. The prior mean function can be used to model an underlying deterministic process if one is known (such as the periodic motion of a star in a series of radial velocity measurements, e.g. in Rajpaul et al. 2015) . For our problem, an underlying functional dependence (i.e. D W as a function of the model parameters θ) is not known; thus we use a constant prior mean function. When evaluating the emulator near training points, the predicted values will be strongly affected by the training points and only minimally affected by the prior mean. The choice of our mean function will be important when evaluating the emulator far from training points.
In an ideal world, we would supply enough training points to adequately characterize the model behavior over the full parameter space, so the emulator would return accurate predictions at any given point. However, this is not practical for the entirety of our 8-11 dimensional parameter space, as the number of training points is limited to just a few thousand, due to the computational cost of training the GP emulator. Therefore, we select training points to be in the vicinity of the best-fitting region as found during optimization. We verified that the distribution of distances returned by the GP emulator is accurate in the region of interest. In order to ensure that the GP emulator consistently returns values well above the distance threshold in other regions, we set the prior GP mean to a large value, i.e., near the high end of the distance for the training points (e.g., m(x) = 75 for emulating the distance function involving KS distance terms, D W,KS , and m(x) = 250 for emulating the distance function involving AD distance terms, D W,AD ). Since the prior GP mean is significantly larger than the distance threshold to be used by ABC, the emulator will almost certainly return emulated distances well above distance threshold, when it is given parameter values far from the training points. For the emulator to have a reasonable chance of returning a distance that would be accepted, the model parameters must be near a sizeable number of training points that cause the mean of the prediction to drop well below the prior mean.
For the covariance function, we choose the squared exponential kernel with a separate length scale, λ i , for each dimension (i.e. model parameter θ i , with i = 1, 2, ..., d where we let d denote the number of dimensions/model parameters),
where φ = (σ f , λ 1 , λ 2 , ..., λ d ) are the hyper-parameters of the kernel. The hyper-parameter σ f controls the strength of correlation between points, and also serves as the standard deviation of the Gaussian prior (i.e. far away from any training data). Intuitively, the length scales λ i governs how far points can be from one another, in each dimension, before they become uncorrelated with each other. We find the best values for the hyper-parameters φ by attempting to maximizing the log marginal likelihood:
where y = D W (θ) are the function values at the training points, k y = k(θ, θ ; φ) + σ 2 n I is the covariance matrix for y (and σ n = σ(D W ) are the estimated uncertainties at the training points), and n is the total number of training points (X = θ). The choice of training points is described in §2.6.2.
In practice, optimizing a 8-11 dimensional function is computationally expensive. Rather than simultaneously optimizing all of the hyper-parameters, we set σ f = 1 and fixed values for the relative length scales λ i (listed in Table 4 ) informed by inspection of the distribution of training points. Then, we maximize the log-marginal likelihood by varying an overall length scale factor λ global , where λ i = λ global λ i . Note that for the purposes of training the emulator for our clustered models, we also transform the parameters λ c and λ p into a sum and difference of their log-values, ln (λ c λ p ) and ln ( λ p λ c ), as the region of best values for these transformed parameters are more Gaussian than that of the rates of clusters and planets per cluster parameters themselves.
Training points
For each model, we choose a set of training points {θ} for the GP emulator by taking a subset of the model evaluations from the optimization runs as described in §2.5. Since we ran 50 individual optimizers with 5000 total model evaluations per run, we have a pool of 2.5 × 10 5 model evaluations scattered around the d-dimensional parameter space. We rank order these points by D W and choose the top 10 5 points, keeping every 10 th point for a total of 10 4 points. The choice of keeping every 10 th point instead of all points is due to (1) the computational limits in calculating and inverting the kernel matrix k(θ, θ ; φ), which scales as n 3 and thus prevents us from using more than a few thousand training points, and (2) the desire to include some points far enough away from the minimum so that the GP emulator makes reasonable predictions for a wider region of parameter space. 
*This is ln(λ p ) for the Non-clustered model.
The combination of stochastic noise in D W due to the Monte Carlo noise of our simulations and keeping the best rank-ordered points would introduce a bias towards smaller than average distances at these points. In order to avoid this bias, we recompute the values D W by simulating a new catalog with the full SysSim model at each of these points. We train the GP emulator using updated values of D W for a random subset of 2000 points of the 10 4 available points.
Computing credible regions for model parameters
The prior mean function, kernel function, and training points fully define a GP model. For each model and distance function (D W,KS or D W,AD ) combination 10 we train a GP emulator and use it to predict the distance function at a large number of points θ in the d-dimensional model parameter space. In order to improve computational efficiency, we draw samples from a reduced range for each parameter (based on inspecting the results of the optimization stage). Effectively, we assume a uniform prior for each model parameter by drawing points uniformly in the d-dimensional box, which the bounds for each parameter are specified in Table 4 .
For each draw of model parameters from the prior distribution, we draw an emulated distance from the GP emulator. Finally, we only accept draws if the emulated distance is less than a distance threshold. We repeat this procedure until we have accumulated 10 4 draws from the ABC posterior.
We adopt distance thresholds of D W,KS = 35 and D W,AD = 140 for both the Clustered models, and a distance threshold of D W,KS = 55 for the Non-clustered model. The distance thresholds are less than the medians of the training points, so that the mean and variance of the GP emulators are constrained both in and around the perimeter of the regions of parameter space that are plausibly 10 We do not train an emulator or compute credible regions for the Nonclustered model using the AD distances, because upon inspection of the observed catalogs generated using the best model parameters resulting from the optimization scheme in Section §2.5, we find that the overall rate of planets is such a poor fit with this distance function and model that it is not worthy of more detailed investigation. good fits. Given the stochastic nature of our forward model, even a perfect model would typically return a distance of ∼ 9× √ 5 20, i.e., the number of component distance functions in our total weighted distance times the square root of the ratio of the number of target stars used when generating weights to the number of target stars used during the inference step). The best distances found during the optimization stage (∼ 20 for the clustered models and ∼ 45 for the non-clustered model, when using the KS distance) set the smallest distance thresholds we could have chosen. The use of larger distance thresholds, means that credible regions based on our ABC posterior samples will be somewhat larger than the ideal posterior if we had been able to use a smaller distance threshold. In practice, the size of the ABC posterior credible intervals appear to shrinking only slowly as we decrease the distance threshold further. Since the credible regions can only shrink with a smaller distance threshold, the credible regions that we report are conservative, i.e., larger than if we would have obtained with infinite computational resources.
In Figure 2 , we display a 'corner' plot (plotted using corner.py; Foreman-Mackey 2016) showing the ABC posterior based on a sample of 10 4 for the Clustered Periods and Sizes model with the KS distance function. Similar figures for the Non-clustered and Clustered Periods models are available in supplementary online material. Similarly, supplemental Figure 4 shows the analogous plot using the AD distance function. We interpret and discuss the meaning of these results in detail in the next section.
RESULTS
In Table 5 , we report the best-fit values of the free model parameters for each of the models. We discuss the results and the effect of each of the free model parameters on the simulated observed population in this section.
Comparison of Clustered and Non-clustered Models
First, we briefly summarize how our models compare with each other, before reporting the results for each parameter of each model in detail. Our clustered models are clearly preferred over the nonclustered model, as evidenced by the significantly smaller best-fit weighted distances as described in §2.6. The improvement in the clustered models can be traced to improvements in the component distances for the multiplicities, period ratios, transit duration ratios for planet pairs not near resonance, and to a lesser extent periods and transit durations. Going from clustered periods to clustered periods and radii results in some component distance improving (based on period ratios and radius ratios), but the change in total distance is more modest.
All three models are able to match the overall observed rate of planets (via our analysis involving KS distances; the analysis involving AD distances fails for the non-clustered model). The period and radius (power/broken-power law) distributions are broadly consistent across all the models and distances, suggesting a shallowly increasing number of planets in log-period, a roughly flat distribution of planet sizes below the break radius, and a sharply decreasing occurrence of planets above the break radius. Both clustered models prefer: (1) a sizable fraction (∼ 40%) of highly mutually-inclined systems and (2) the remaining majority of systems with small mutual inclinations of ∼ 1 • . These findings are consistent across analyses using either the KS and AD distances, corroborating previous studies (e.g., Mulders et al. 2018) . All three models imply that most planets have small orbital eccentricities. Finally, the clustered models suggest that both periods and planet sizes are highly clustered, with consistent results for the cluster widths in log-period and radius using both KS and AD distances.
Rates of Clusters per System and Planets per Cluster
In our two clustered models, the parameters λ c and λ p parameterize the mean numbers of clusters and planets per cluster, respectively, before rejection-sampling and any truncation. The true mean rate of clusters in our simulations is somewhat less than λ c , while the true mean rate of planets per cluster is typically greater than λ p for small values, and always greater than one, due to the draws from the zero-truncated Poisson distribution. These parameters largely control the overall rates of planets and how they are distributed within and between clusters.
It is clear that with increasing λ c and λ p , the overall number of observed planets increases, due to there being intrinsically more planets around each star. This effect is perhaps slightly more sensitive to λ c , likely because increasing λ p is more likely to result in rejected systems which slows the increase in the number of planets with increasing λ p (since it is harder to fit more planets into the same cluster than to increase the number of clusters, due to stability). The Table 5 . Table of the best-fit values for the free parameters of each model, with 1σ credible intervals. The rows with λ c and λ p are equivalent to those with ln(λ c ) and ln(λ p ), respectively, and are shown for interpretability. We set R p,break = 3R ⊕ and ∆ c = 8.
Parameter
Non-clustered Clustered Periods Clustered Periods and Sizes . The combination of these gives a typical λ c λ p ∼3.5 planets per star. As seen in Table 5 , using the AD distances leads to more clusters per star (1.27) and fewer planets per cluster (2.08), though the 1σ credible regions overlap. The overall rate of planets per star (∼2.6) is similar.
For the Clustered Periods model, we find similar values for the rates of clusters and planets per cluster using both KS and AD distances: λ c 0.68 +0.25 −0.18 and λ p 4.48 +1.57 −1.76 using KS distances. Again, while the KS analysis results in slightly more planets per cluster and fewer clusters than the AD analysis, the difference is not significant given the credible regions. These results are very similar to those of the Clustered Periods and Sizes model using KS distances.
For our Non-clustered model, the number of planets per system N p is described by a single parameter, N p ∼ Poisson(λ p ). We find that using KS distances, λ p 3.53 +0.61
, implying a median value of ∼ 3.5 for the mean number of planets per system which is comparable to the value in our best-fit clustered models. As discussed before, we do not recover meaningful results for this model using AD distances.
We conclude that the Kepler observations robustly constrain the mean number of planets per system and the results are insensitive to the choice of forward model or distance function. While there is more variance across models and distance functions for the inferred the ratio of planets per cluster to clusters per system, the differences are less than the statistical uncertainties for three of the four cases considered (i.e., Clustered Periods and Fully Clustered models, each with KS and AD distances).
Period distribution (α P )
For all our models, the overall period distribution is described by a single power-law between 3 and 300 days with index α P . We allowed α P to vary between −2 and 2 during the optimization process (note that α P = −1 corresponds to a flat distribution in log-period). All three of our models result in an increasing occurrence of planets with log-period, excluding a flat distribution (α P = −1). The estimates of α P are consistent within statistical uncertainties across all of our clustered models. However, assuming a non-clustered model results in both a shallower slope and significantly smaller uncertainties on α P .
The Clustered Periods and Sizes model results in α P 0.40 +0.64 −0.56 using KS distances, and favors a shallower slope when using AD distances, α P 0.07 +0.66 . We conclude that one should be cautious about over-interpreting measurements of α P that have assumed orbital periods are drawn independently for planets within the same system.
Radius distribution (α R1 , α R2 )
We allowed α R1 and α R2 , the power-law indices for the broken power-law as given in Equation (6), to vary from −4 to 2 and −6 to 0, respectively, for all our models (Table 3) . These two parameters along with R p,break control the overall distribution of planetary radii; we fix R p,break = 3R ⊕ here, so α R1 controls the distribution of Earth-sized planets between 0.5 − 3R ⊕ and α R2 controls the distribution of larger planets between 3 − 10R ⊕ . The continuity of p(R p ) induces a correlation between α R1 and α R2 .
In our distance function, the most direct constraint on the radius distribution comes from fitting the transit depth and transit depth ratio distributions. The sizes of planets also affect the observed pe-riod ratio distribution, since small planets can be packed closer to each other but may be harder to detect. Formally, the radius distribution must be inferred simultaneously with the period distribution and other model parameters (Youdin 2011) . Nevertheless, it appears that one could infer the overall radius distribution reasonably well even without simultaneously modeling the planetary architectures.
There is a clear need for a broken power-law for the radius distribution, given the joint posterior for α R1 and α R2 strongly excludes equal values. Moreover, the radius distribution falls much more quickly above R p,break than below it; α R2 −4.41 +1.36 −0.79 while α R1 −1.02 +0.64 −0.70 for our Clustered Periods and Sizes model with KS distances (and slightly steeper values using AD distances). Similarly, the Clustered Periods and Non-clustered models also prefer α R2 −5 and α R1 −1. This is expected given that the Kepler population does not have a high occurrence of larger, Jupiter-sized planets. The differences in the constraints on α R1 and α R2 across models and distances functions are smaller than the statistical uncertainties. The 68.3% credible interval for α R1 includes a flat distribution of α R1 = −1 for almost all our models and distance functions, consistent with previous results (e.g., Howard et al. 2012; Petigura, Marcy, & Howard 2013b; Mulders et al. 2018) . While each of our analyses yields similar constraints on α R1 , we caution that our radial model can not include a local minima, i.e., the radius valley in the underlying distribution (Fulton et al. 2017; Van Eylen et al. 2017; Hsu et al. 2019) . Therefore, we leave generalizing of our model to allow for a more flexible radius distribution for future studies.
The eccentricity distribution (σ e )
The orbital eccentricity distribution primarily affects the transit duration and duration ratio distributions, with a slight influence on the period ratio distribution due to the stability criteria. In all our models, the eccentricities are very low; for the clustered models, both KS and AD analyses result in σ e 0.01−0.02 for the Rayleigh distribution.
The eccentricity scale preferred by our Non-clustered model is even smaller, centered around σ e ∼ 0.003. We speculate that this may be caused by the poor fit to the period ratio distribution (see §4.1.1): this model is unable to produce enough observed planets with small period ratios, and thus desires near circular orbits in order to space planets as close as possible while remaining stable. As such, the fits to the transit duration and ξ distributions are also worse in the Non-clustered model (see supplemental Figure 5 ).
Our results are consistent with those of several previous studies based on properties of systems with multiple transiting planets. Fabrycky et al. (2014) used an early sample of 899 planets in multitransiting Kepler systems and fit to the ξ distribution to constrain both eccentricity and mutual inclination dispersions. They found a best fit of σ e 0.032 (also assuming a Rayleigh distribution of e), but caution that a wide range of σ e were plausible since the ξ distribution is not as sensitive to e as it is to mutual inclinations. Wu & Lithwick (2013) , who found e ∼ 0.01, and Hadden & Lithwick (2014) , who reported an rms of σ e 0.018 +0.005 −0.004 , both performed analyses of TTVs to arrive at these results. Van Eylen & Albrecht (2015) assumed a Rayleigh distribution and arrived at a slightly larger value of σ e = 0.049 ± 0.013.
Previous studies that included systems with only a single detected transiting planet have led to more varied conclusions. For example, Moorhead et al. (2011) assumed a Rayleigh distribution of eccentricities and performed an analysis comparing normalized transit durations (durations assuming eccentric orbits divided by durations for circular orbits) with a small subset (104 planets) of the initial Kepler discoveries. They found a larger mean eccentricity in the range of 0.1 − 0.25 for their population, but cautioned that the measurement uncertainty and potential systematic effects in the host stellar densities could bias the derived eccentricities. This concern has now been mitigated thanks to improve stellar properties and the ability to select a cleaner sample of host stars thanks to Gaia DR2. Shabram et al. (2015) investigated the eccentricity distribution of a small sample of mostly single, large, short-period planets using both transit and occultation (h = e cos ω and k = e sin ω) measurements. When they assumed a one-component Gaussian distribution for h and k (equivalent to a Rayleigh distribution for e), they found a value of σ e = 0.081 +0.014 . Some studies have found evidence suggesting that the eccentricity distribution may differ between systems with a single transiting planet and multiple transiting planets. Moorhead et al. (2011) found a difference in the transit duration distribution (normalized by the duration estimated for a transit over the diameter of the star with a circular orbit of the same period) that was statistically significant, but cautioned about the potential impact of uncertainties in the stellar parameters. for multis, using a smaller sample of planets but with much more precisely measured stellar properties, thanks to asteroseismology. Mills et al. (2019) updated stellar properties based on Gaia and spectra from the California-Kepler Survey for a large sample of planets. They found that singles have higher mean eccentricities, withē = 0.167 +0.013 −0.008 for singles andē = 0.036 ± 0.012 for multis. Mills et al. (2019) proceeded to fit a mixture model for the single transiting planet systems, that included 69% of singles being drawn from a low-eccentricity population with σ e,low < 0.05 and the remainder coming from a high-eccentricity population with σ e,high > 0.3. Formally, our lowinclination population contributes a small number of systems with a single transiting planet detected. However, we find that this fraction is so small that the transit duration distribution of singles will remain a robust probe of the properties of the eccentricity distribution of the highly excited population. Several of these studies also find correlations of eccentricities with planet radii (e.g., Hadden & Lithwick 2014; Shabram et al. 2015; Dawson, Lee & Chiang 2016) and stellar metallicity (e.g., Shabram et al. 2015; Mills et al. 2019) .
In this study, we adopted a single Rayleigh distribution of e for simplicity and to avoid increasing the number of model parameters. Thus, at some level, our results are likely averaging over a small population with larger eccentricities and/or any correlations between eccentricity and planetary or stellar properties. However, we expect this to have a relatively small effect on our results for the eccentricity distribution, since the ξ distribution is only observable for systems with multiple transiting planets. While the transit duration distribution is affected by planets regardless of multiplicity, this provides a weaker constraint than the ξ distribution as almost half of the known transiting planets are in systems with multiple transiting planets. We encourage future work to explore the impact of allowing the high-inclination population to have a broader distribution of eccentricities and potentially correlations with stellar properties.
The mutual inclination distribution ( f
The mutual inclination angles between planets have pronounced effects on the multiplicity distribution and the period-normalized transit duration ratio, as discussed in §2.4.1. As listed in Table 3 , we allow the fraction of systems with broad mutual inclinations f σ i,high to vary in the entire range between 0 and 1, and the mutual inclination scales σ i,high and σ i,low for the Rayleigh distributions to vary between 0 • (coplanar orbits) and 90 • (effectively isotropic), with the constraint that σ i,low σ i,high . As discussed in §2.1.6, σ i,low also governs the mutual inclinations for planets near MMRs.
For both of our clustered models, the fraction of systems with σ i,high is close to 40%; f σ i,high 0.42 +0.08 ) degrees using KS (AD) distances. Additionally, 30% of the planets from the 40% of systems labeled high mutual inclination, were actually assigned a low inclination to the system's reference plane, due to being near a first-order MMR with an adjacent planet. While σ i,low is small, strictly coplanar orbits are strongly prohibited primarily due to the log ξ distribution.
The Non-clustered model is unable to adequately match the observed multiplicity distribution as shown in Figure 3 and discussed later in §4.1.1. This leads the Non-clustered model to favor very small values of f σ i,high and σ i,low . Since only a few percent of systems have high inclinations, the value of σ i,high is only weakly constrained. This demonstrates the importance of adopting a clustered model, not just for inferring the distribution of orbital periods, but also for inference about the distribution of mutual inclinations. One reason for this is that the correlation between the true multiplicity and inclination distribution noticed by earlier authors (e.g., Lissauer et al. 2011b; Tremaine & Dong 2012 ) is partially broken when including the period ratio distribution, which sets the typical spacing of planets and affects the observed multiplicity in a Non-clustered model.
Our results for the mutual inclination distribution are in strong agreement with many previous studies. The first study on the mutual inclinations of the Kepler exoplanets was done by Lissauer et al. (2011b) , who also simulated planetary systems in order to match the observed multiplicities of the first few months of Kepler data. They found an excess of single transiting systems, and by fitting the multis alone with a mixture of 3-and 4-planet systems found a best fit of σ i = 2 • using a Rayleigh distribution of mutual inclinations. Tremaine & Dong (2012) Xie et al. (2016) . Thus, our results from the Clustered models corroborate these previous studies and also serve as the tightest constraints on the mutual inclination distribution to date, with consistent results via two independent analyses involving KS and AD distances. Zhu et al. (2018) took a different approach to modeling the mutual inclination distribution compared to these previous works, by parametrizing the mutual inclination dispersion as a function of planet multiplicity k, with σ i,k ∝ k α . By matching to both the observed transiting multiplicity and TTV-inferred multiplicity distributions, they found a steep inverse relation, −4 α < −2, and a normalization of σ i,5 = 0.8 • . The results of our clustered models, considering only the low mutual inclination population, are generally consistent with their mutual inclination dispersion for high-multiplicity systems.
The period and radius clustering of planets (σ P , σ R )
The parameters σ P and σ R refer to the scale factors for the cluster period and radius distributions, respectively. While σ P is effectively the width of the cluster in log-period, per planet in the cluster, σ R is the fixed width of the cluster in log-radius regardless of the number of planets (recall Equations 4 and 8). These parameters are largely constrained by the period ratio and transit depth (i.e. radius) ratio distributions, respectively.
We find that σ P 0.20 +0.03 using AD) distances. We find that extremely small values of σ P 0.05 are highly excluded, likely due to the effects of our stability criteria which causes some clusters to be discarded after many attempts to fit planets in and thus significantly decreasing the overall rate of observed planets.
These values suggest that the periods and radii of planets are highly clustered, as smaller values imply a greater degree of clustering (i.e. smaller cluster widths). For example, if we assume σ P 0.2 and consider a four-planet cluster centered around P c = 20 days, this implies that 68% of draws (∼ 3 planets) to populate this cluster will have periods between 9-45 days. Similarly, 68% of planets drawn for a cluster of super-Earth sized planets around 2R ⊕ will have radii between 1.48 and 2.7R ⊕ , assuming σ R 0.3.
DISCUSSION
Comparison of models for reproducing the observed
Kepler data
As outlined in §2, our forward modeling procedure produces a simulated observed catalog of transiting exoplanets, including measured planet multiplicities per system, observed properties for each planet (period, transit duration, and transit depth), and the ratios of period, transit depth and transit duration for pairs of apparently adjacent planets. In this section, we display simulated ob-served catalogs from each of our three models, Non-clustered, Clustered Periods, and Clustered Periods and Sizes, in Figures 3, 4 , and 5 respectively. For each model, we generate one catalog with N stars,sim = 5N stars,Kep = 399, 675 in order to reduce stochastic noise and provide smoother marginal distributions for comparison. The model parameters θ used to generate these catalogs are listed in Table 5 . In order to compute the 16 and 84 percentiles for each bin, we also generate 100 additional catalogs with model parameters drawn from our ABC posterior and that pass our (KS) distance thresholds after generating an observed catalog using the full forward model. Appendix Figure 5 shows how each of these catalogs compare to the Kepler DR25 catalog in terms of the total and individual (weighted and unweighted) distance terms. We discuss how each of our models compare to the Kepler data below.
Non-clustered model
In Figure 3 , we show the results of our Non-clustered model (the model parameters for the population plotted in black are listed in Table 5 ). The panels from top to bottom display the marginal distribution of each summary statistic while the left and right sides show the empirical probability density functions (PDFs) and cumulative distribution functions (CDFs), respectively. The Kepler DR25 population (as shown in Figure 1 ) is over-plotted as grey histograms for comparison. The lower-right corners of each CDF panel display the relevant distance terms between the model and the Kepler population.
The Non-clustered model is able to produce a population of simulated observed exoplanets that resembles the Kepler DR25 population in some regards. The overall rate of observed planets per target can be matched almost exactly (the D f term is almost zero). The bulk of the period distribution appears well modeled by a simple power-law with α P ∼ −0.1 (i.e. shallowly increasing in log-period, see §4.2 for the underlying distribution), although there appears to be a slight excess of planets at long periods. The transit depth distribution is reasonably well modeled with planet radii drawn independently from a broken power-law, although the observed distribution of (log) δ is slightly left-skewed (i.e., mode is at larger value than the median) whereas our model produces a symmetric distribution. The transit duration distribution is also reasonably well modeled, although we produce an excess of grazing transits with zero duration. The distribution is also somewhat shifted to longer durations due to the extremely small eccentricities. The ξ distribution of our simulated catalog appears to be slightly more skewed towards values log ξ > 0, suggesting that the mutual inclinations of the Kepler planets are larger than σ i,low ∼ 0.3 • .
However, there are several major, clear differences between the Non-clustered model and the Kepler planet catalogs. First, the planet multiplicity distribution is poorly modeled and produces far too few multi-planet systems. This shortcoming of the model is persistent for many realizations near the best-fit parameters. Second, the period ratio distribution is clearly not well captured by this model, motivating our use of clustered models. While most of the Kepler adjacent planet pairs have small period ratios and the distribution falls rapidly above P ∼ 3, the Non-clustered model produces a much more gradual decline in the tail of the distribution. A stability criteria of ∆ c = 8 appears to sculpt the inner edge of the period ratio distribution in a similar manner as seen in the data. Finally, the transit depth ratio distribution is inadequately described by our Non-clustered model; the model produces a wide, symmetric distribution around unity whereas the observed Kepler radii ratios are highly peaked around unity. In summary, the Non-clustered model described in the previous section performed well in some respects, but there are at least three obvious differences between the simulated observed and Kepler DR25 populations: the observed multiplicity, period ratio, and transit depth ratio distributions. These shortcomings motivate our clustered models.
Clustered Periods model
Before we consider our full Clustered Periods and Sizes model, we first explore the effect of adding just a clustering of orbital periods, i.e., our Clustered Periods model (the planetary radii are drawn in the same manner as in our Non-clustered model). In Figure 4 , we show the results of this model with the Kepler DR25 population (again, the model parameters used are listed in Table 5 ).
Our Clustered Periods model is a significantly better description of the Kepler data than our Non-clustered model. Notably, the observed multiplicity and period ratio distributions bear a much closer resemblance to the data, and have significantly reduced distances (CRPD distance for the observed multiplicity counts; KS and AD distances for the period ratio distribution). This is perhaps not surprising given that the main difference between this model and the previous model is the introduction of period clusters. The clustering in periods allows for some systems to contain planets that are closely packed more often than in the case of independently drawn periods, while also allowing for a more gradually falling tail to large orbital period ratios. The clustering in periods also provide a more flexible model for the numbers of planets per system since there are two parameters (λ c and λ p ) instead of just one (λ p of the Non-clustered model). The fits to the period and transit duration distributions are also slightly improved, while the transit duration ratio distribution (for planets not near resonances; {ξ non−res }) is significantly improved, in both KS and AD distances. This suggests that the distribution of orbital eccentricities is not as low as what is implied by the Non-clustered model, and is instead well described by a Rayleigh distribution with σ e 0.01. These results also imply that the mutual inclination distribution is well described by σ i,low 1.1 • for ∼ 60% of systems and planets near resonances. This also appears to produce noticeable peaks near the first order MMRs in the period ratio distribution (most apparent near P 1.5 and to a smaller extent at P 2), although we only observe a marginal improvement to the KS and AD distances for the ξ res distribution. There is no significant change in the fit to the transit depth distribution. The transit depth ratio distribution, on the other hand, is modeled just as poorly as and perhaps even worse than before. These results show that clustered periods alone cannot reproduce the highly peaked nature of the planet radii ratios observed in the Kepler multi-planet systems.
The clustering in orbital periods is able to substantially improve the modeling of the period ratio distribution, but the transit depth ratio distribution remains poorly modeled by both the Non-clustered and Clustered Periods models. The transit depth ratios are more highly peaked around one in the actual Kepler population than in the simulated catalogs of these models (see Figures 3 and 4) , motivating our next investigation of the Clustered Periods and Sizes model.
Clustered Periods and Sizes model
Several previous studies have found that the radii of exoplanets observed by Kepler around a single target star are correlated, causing planets to be more similar in size within each system compared to Table 5 ) while the Kepler DR25 exoplanets are plotted as grey shaded histograms for comparison. Red dashed histograms show the 16 and 84 percentiles of each bin based on 100 simulated catalogs with parameters drawn from our emulator with D W ,KS < 35. The observed multiplicity and period ratio distributions are remarkably improved compared to those of the Non-clustered model. However, the transit depth ratio distribution looks similar as before, since no clustering in sizes is present in this model, and thus still poorly fits the data. Table 5 ) while the Kepler DR25 exoplanets are plotted as grey shaded histograms for comparison. Red dashed histograms show the 16 and 84 percentiles of each bin based on 100 simulated catalogs with parameters drawn from our emulator with D W ,KS < 35. This model produces a great fit to the observed summary statistics of the data. While the transit depth ratio distribution is improved and peaks more closely around unity due to the clustering in planet sizes, the distances ares not reduced compared to that of the non-clustered model, suggesting that there are still differences yet to be modeled. In particular, the observed Kepler transit depth ratio distribution appears slightly more asymmetric than what our models can produce. between systems (Ciardi et al. 2013; Millholland, Wang, & Laughlin 2017; Weiss et al. 2018a ). However, most recently these results have been called into question by Zhu (2019) , who show that the clustered radii can be reproduced by a re-sampling of signal-to-noise ratios and conclude that these correlations are largely due to detection biases. Thus, we extend the clustering point process to include clustering of the planetary radii (and implicitly planet masses). This is the full implementation of our Clustered Periods and Sizes model as detailed in §2.2.
We plot the results of this model in Figure 5 and list the model parameters in Table 5 . As is the case in our previous Clustered Periods model, the distances for the observed multiplicity, period, and period ratio distributions are small, and are significantly improved compared to the Non-clustered model. There are no significant differences in the distances (KS and AD) for these observables between the two Clustered models. A similar conclusion can be drawn for the transit durations and transit duration ratios; while both clustering in periods and clustering in both periods and sizes fit these marginal distributions equally well, both clustered models provide substantially better descriptions of {t dur } and {ξ non−res } and perhaps slightly better fits to {ξ res } as compared to the Non-clustered model. However, the transit depth distribution appears to be modeled slightly worse than in the previous models. Also, while the transit depth ratios qualitatively appear to be better fit with this model, there is almost no improvement in the KS or AD distance. A closer examination reveals that there is a slight offset in the CDFs, due to the observed distribution of transit depth ratios of adjacent Kepler planet pairs being asymmetric (in log). This suggests that while models with non-clustered planet sizes fail to predict the highly peaked nature of the transit depth ratio distribution, a model with clustered sizes still does not adequately reproduce this property; there are additional features shaping the distribution of adjacentplanet radii ratios that require a more complex model to explain. In particular, modeling the Kepler depth and depth ratio distributions would likely be improved by allowing for a valley in the planet radius distribution (perhaps due to photoevaporation, core heating, or some other process, see §1) that is not included in our model. We discuss our speculations for how future models can be generalized to better match these features in §4.6.
Differences in the underlying populations (physical catalogs) between the models
A major benefit of forward modeling the Kepler mission is that we can directly analyze the predictions of our models for the true, underlying exoplanetary systems. While the model parameters describe the underlying system properties including the rate of planets and clusters per system, the period and radius distributions, and the orbital architectures, the physical catalogs generated by our models can be directly examined to see Monte Carlo realizations of populations of planetary systems. In Figures 6 and 7 , we plot the underlying distributions of planetary systems as generated by one instance of each model and 100 realizations of the Clustered Periods and Sizes model, respectively. The physical catalogs shown here are the same simulated populations generating the observed catalogs as shown in Figures 3, 4 , and 5. We make the following observations:
• Planets and clusters per system: There is a huge difference in the way planets are distributed across different systems between our clustered and non-clustered models. The Non-clustered model (red) produces very few ( 5%) systems with no planets due to the single Poisson distribution describing the number of planets,
In this model, the most common planetary system consists of three planets (between 3 − 300 days and 0.5 − 10R ⊕ ). The clustered models (green and blue) produce many more systems with no planets due to draws of zero-cluster systems from N c ∼ Poisson(λ c ) (since the number of planets per cluster is a zero-truncated Poisson distribution, N p ∼ ZTP(λ p ) in the clustered models, and λ c tends to be small). For systems with planets, the multiplicity tends to be higher; the most common planetary system is a four-planet system. While there is a clear preference for clustered planetary systems, the number of actual clusters tends to be small. For planet-harboring stars, ∼80% of systems have just a single cluster consisting of three or four planets (over the range of periods considered, 3-300d).
Thus, assuming that planetary systems are highly clustered, our model predicts a large fraction of stars with no planets larger than 0.5 R ⊕ with periods between 3 and 300 days, while the remaining systems to have many planets in this range. We discuss the occurrence rates of planets in more detail in §4.3.
• Orbital period distribution: All three models exclude flat or falling power-laws in log-period (i.e, α P −1). Instead, our assumed power-law for the period distribution leads to a shallowly increasing planet occurrence as a function of log-period. There is a pile-up of planets near P max = 300d, likely due to edge effects of our rejection-sampling algorithm; this pile-up is most severe in our Non-clustered model. However, this has a minimal effect on our observed catalogs, as the probability of transits decreases with longer periods. Additionally, the period distributions produced by our clustered models appear to be "rounded" and deviate from a power-law, due to the draws of period clusters.
• Spacings of adjacent planets: Given the same stability criteria of ∆ ∆ c = 8, the clustered models produce slightly narrower separation (∆) and underlying period ratio distributions, suggesting that planetary systems are more tightly spaced than one would infer from a model with periods drawn independently. All three models produce distributions of separations in mutual Hill radii that are sharply truncated at ∆ c , suggesting that many period or period scale draws are attempted more than once. The distribution of ∆ begins to fall out around 20, which is similar to the findings of Weiss et al. (2018a) although they assumed a much simpler mass-radius relationship (Weiss & Marcy 2014) and only analyzed the spacings of observed planets. The underlying period ratio distributions are highly peaked around ∼ 1.5.
• Planet radius distribution: As listed in Table 5 , we chose α R1 = −1, −0.8, and −1 for these realizations of the Non-clustered, Clustered Periods, and Clustered Periods and Sizes models, respectively. As expected, the radius distribution is flat for small sizes up to the break radius (R p,break = 3R ⊕ ) and sharply falls above it for this Non-clustered model. However, the catalog generated from the Clustered Periods and Sizes model exhibits a rounded distribution for small radii and the break radius is not as clear (despite also having set α R1 = −1), due to the clustering in radii which tends to smooth out the distribution. The catalog shown here from the Clustered Periods model has a radius distribution that slightly increases up towards the break radius, although the credible regions for α R1 are consistent with a flat distribution for all three models.
• Planet radius ratios: The Clustered Periods and Sizes (blue) model produces a radius ratio distribution strongly peaked around unity. The effect of this peak increases for decreasing values of σ R due to more highly clustered planet radii. The radius ratio distributions of the other two models reflect what the distribution looks like if planet pairs with radii drawn independently from a broken power-law are randomly paired. . Simulated physical catalogs generated by each of our three models. These physical populations correspond to the same populations used to generate the observed catalogs shown as black histograms in Figures 3, 4 , and 5. From left to right, top to bottom: histograms of the total planet multiplicities, numbers of clusters per system (N c ), numbers of planets per cluster (N p ), separations in mutual Hill radii (∆), periods (P), period ratios (P), true planet radii (R p ), and planet radii ratios (R p, i+1 /R p, i ). The Non-clustered model (red) produces fewer stars with no planets due to the single Poisson distribution describing the number of planets N p , while the Clustered models (green and blue) produce many more such systems due to draws of zero-cluster systems from N c ∼ Poisson(λ c ). All three models produce shallowly rising period power-laws, with a slight pile-up near P max = 300d likely due to edge effects of our rejection-sampling algorithm. Given the same stability criteria of ∆ ∆ c = 8, the clustered models produce narrower ∆ and period ratio distributions, suggesting that planetary systems are tightly spaced. All three models shown here exhibit a radius power-law that is relatively flat for small sizes towards the break radius (R p,break = 3R ⊕ ) and sharply falls above it. Only the Clustered Periods and Sizes (blue) model produces an intrinsic radius ratio distribution strongly peaked around unity; the radius ratio distributions of the other two models reflect what happens if planet pairs with radii drawn from a broken power-law are randomly paired.
Implications for the fraction of stars with planets
Since we also fit our simulated results to match the overall rate of observed planets per surveyed (FGK) star in the Kepler mission, we can directly estimate the true fraction of stars with planets and the mean rate of planets per star, given various ranges of period and planetary radius. We use the same 100 simulated catalogs generated for Figure 7 to calculate the following planet occurrence rates (and their 16% and 84% quantiles) from our Clustered Periods and Sizes model.
Planets between 0.5 − 10R ⊕ : The fraction of stars with planets (FSWP) with 3d < P < 300d and 0.5R ⊕ < R p < 10R ⊕ is 0.56 +0.18 −0.15 . Roughly half of all FGK stars have at least one planet in this range based on our Clustered Periods and Sizes model. In contrast, our Non-clustered model gives a remarkably different result, producing just a few percent (∼ 3%) of stars with no planets (see the red curve in Figure 6 ). This emphasizes the importance of adopting a clustered model; while both our Clustered and Non-clustered models can fit the overall rate of planets equally well, the distribution of these planets across systems is very different. A similar result was drawn by Weissbein, Steinberg, & Sari (2012) , who studied the intrinsic multiplicity and mutual inclination distributions and concluded that either planet occurrence is correlated between planets in the same system and/or some stars are significantly more planet-rich than others. Returning to our Clustered Periods and Sizes model, the mean number of planets per star is 2.28 +0.94 −0.53 . This rate is somewhat less than the credible region values of λ c λ p , due to the rejectionsampling procedure. Excluding the stars with no planets (in this range of periods and sizes), the mean number of such planets per system rises to 4.26 +0.52 −0.37 . Zhu et al. (2018) find that the fraction of Sun-like stars with at least one "Kepler-like" planet is 30 ± 3% based on multiplicity and rate of TTVs, although they define "Kepler-like" to only include planets larger than 1R ⊕ (and periods less than 400 days). In Figure 6 . The black histograms correspond to the same population used to generate the observed catalog in Figure 5 , while the red histograms correspond to the 16 and 84 percentiles of each bin based on 100 simulated catalogs with parameters drawn from our emulator with D W ,KS < 35. contrast, Zink, Christiansen, & Hansen (2019) find that 0.72 +0.04 −0.03 of stars have at least one planet (with orbital periods between 0.5 and 500 days and radii between 0.5 and 16R ⊕ ), while modeling just the observed periods, radii, and multiplicity. Zink, Christiansen, & Hansen (2019) report 8.4 ± 0.31 planets per star hosting a planetary system (but excluding stars that host a single transiting planet with R p 6.7R ⊕ ). This implies that most stars have at least 7 planets over the range they consider and only 5.5% of planets have 1 to 4 such planets.
Our finding of 0.56 +0.18 −0.15 FGK dwarf stars hosting at least one planet is greater than that suggested by Zhu et al. (2018) and less than that suggested by Zink, Christiansen, & Hansen (2019) . While each study considers a slightly different range of orbital periods and sizes, we attribute the bulk of the differences relative to our model as due to our use of a clustered model for the distribution of orbital periods within a planetary system. When we applied a non-clustered model, we find ∼ 97% of stars host at least one planet. Switching to a model which accounts for clustering in orbital period and planet size (or just orbital periods) dramatically increases the fraction of stars with no planets in our model. Similarly the mean number of planets per star with at least one planet (within the range of periods and sizes considered) increases from 3.41 +0.31 −0.39 to 4.26 +0.52 −0.37 when switching from a non-clustered to a clustered model (see Figure 7) . This demonstrates the importance of allowing for clustering when performing inference on the fraction of stars with planets or mean number of planet per stars with at least one planet.
Another important way in which our model differs from those of Zhu et al. (2018) and Zink, Christiansen, & Hansen (2019) is that we allow for the mutual inclination distribution to have both a low and high inclination component. Since we treat the fraction of systems from the high inclination component as a free parameter, our simulations could have resulted in f σ i,high consistent with zero. Instead, values of zero were strongly excluded in both clustered models, regardless of which distance function was chosen. Interestingly, the simulations using a non-clustered model did result in small values of f σ i,high and did not exclude f σ i,high = 0. This finding also underscores the importance of allowing for clustering when performing inference on the mutual inclination distribution of planetary systems.
Earth-sized planets:
We provide results for the rate of Earthsized planets (here defined to be 0.75 − 1.25R ⊕ ) around FGK stars, using our Clustered Periods and Sizes model. The fraction of stars with at least one Earth-sized planet (between 3 − 300 days) is 0.42 +0.24 −0.16 . The mean number of these planets per star is 0.85 +0.51 −0.30 . Considering systems with at least one planet (with sizes between 0.5 − 10R ⊕ and periods between 3-300 days), the probability that a planetary system contains an Earth-sized planet (in the same period range) is 0.75 ± 0.14. If we focus on planetary systems with at least one planet (not necessarily Earth-size), then the mean number of Earth-sized planets per system is 1.62 +0.23 −0.38 (both with periods 3−300 days). Broadly, about half of stars have an Earth-sized planet and most inner planetary systems have Earth-sized planets. Due to the increasing frequency of planets at longer periods, most of these Earth-like planets are in 100 − 300 day orbits. These conclusions follow directly from combining the inferred distributions for orbital period and planet radius (that are consistent with previous results) with the inferred fraction of stars with planetary systems.
Kepler Dichotomy
Previous studies have shown that many simple parametrized models with a single population significantly under-predict the number of systems with only one transiting planet. Since this implies two populations, this result is known as the Kepler dichotomy. This paper focuses on a model that assumes two populations for the mutual inclination, each with similar distributions for remaining properties of the system (i.e., no explicit dichotomy in the intrinsic distributions of multiplicity, orbital period, planet size, or eccentricity). A model with a single inclination population is nested inside our model. Therefore, we can examine whether our posterior distribution for the fraction of stars with a high mutual inclination planetary has significant weight near zero. For each of the clustered models and distance functions we considered, we find that the predicted fraction of high-inclination systems (40 ± 10%) is inconsistent with zero, supporting the theorized Kepler dichotomy.
Another proposed solution to the Kepler dichotomy is an alternative model consisting of one population of high-multiplicity systems (i.e., very similar to our low-inclination population) and a second population of systems with a single planet (both within 3d < P < 300d and 0.5R ⊕ < R p < 10R ⊕ ) 11 . As shown in §4.3, the average number of planets per planetary system (i.e., star with at least one planet) is NPPS ∼ 4.3 and the fraction of stars with at least one planet is FSWP ∼ 0.56 in our fully clustered model. Therefore, the average star coming from the high-inclination population in our model actually hosts multiple detectable transiting planets, greatly increasing the fraction of viewing angles for which the star would be perceived as hosting a single transiting planet.
Using values from our fully clustered model, simply replacing all the stars with at least one planet ( 0.56) and assigned to the high mutual inclination population ( f σ i,high = 0.42) with a star hosting a single planet, would require FSWP × f σ i,high × NPPS 101% of stars to host a single planet in order to provide the same number of planets (or the same number of systems with a single transiting planet), leaving no stars available to host multiple planet systems. We can reject this model for the Kepler dichotomy, since the only way to fit enough systems with one transiting planet around stars that aren't already spoken for is to have more than one (highly-inclined) planets per star.
Before completely discarding an abundance of single-planet systems as an explanation for the Kepler dichotomy, it is worth considering this argument in more detail. In the fully clustered model, 29% of planets around stars nominally in the high-inclination population were actually assigned a low inclination (relative to the system mid-plane), due to the planet being near a first-order MMR with another planet in the same system. This results in a subset of the planet pairs from the high-inclination population contributing to the number of systems observed to have two transiting planets and detracting from the fraction of viewing geometries that the system would be observed as a single planet system. We consider the possibility of replacing the planets with truly high-inclinations with a population of intrinsic single-planet systems by considering the fraction of stars hosting each of three types of planetary systems: (1) the fraction of stars with planetary systems (i.e. with at least one planet) initially assigned to the low-inclination population is FSWP × (1 − f σ i,high ) 32%; (2) the fraction of stars hosting planets in a system initially assigned to the high-inclination population, but containing planets assigned a small mutual inclination due to being near a first-order MMR, is FSWP × f σ i,high × 0.29 7%; and (3) the fraction of stars required to host exactly a single planet. The final category would need to be 101% × (1 − 0.29) 71% of stars in order to fully replace the planets that remain assigned to high mutual inclinations. Thus, in the fully clustered model, the sum of the three populations comes to 110% of target stars. The net effect of accounting for the reassignment of high inclination planets to the low inclinations is to reduce, but not eliminate the tension in having enough stars to accommodate the three populations.
Repeating this calculation over 100 realizations of our fully clustered model results in the total number of stars required to be 110% ± 23%, exceeding unity 63 times. Using the Clustered Periods model, the sum exceeds unity for 12 of 100 realizations. Therefore, while explaining the Kepler dichotomy with a population of single planet systems can not be strictly excluded by our work, it is disfavored and strongly constrained. Even in the case where we cannot formally exclude it, the fraction of stars with planets is quite high, requiring extremely efficient planet formation. Since our model does not include planets with P < 3d and/or R p < 0.5R ⊕ , including stars with such planets could further increase the number of stars required to host multiple planet systems. Thus, explaining the Kepler dichotomy with a population of excess singles leaves very little, if any, room for stars harboring no planets.
Similarly, we could consider an alternative model in which the excess of stars observed as a single transit system is due to a population of highly excited two-planet systems. In this scenario, the fraction of stars hosting two highly-inclined planets would need to be 36%, similar to the fraction of stars with planetary systems drawn from the low mutual inclination population. While this is rate significantly higher than the FSWP × f σ i,high 24% of stars in our standard fully clustered model, there are sufficient stars that the Kepler dichotomy could be explained by population of highlyinclined systems with two (or more) planets. However, in order to have enough stars for such model, we had to relax the assumption that the number of cluster per stars is drawn from a Poisson distribution. Instead, we must allow for the number of zero planet systems to be decoupled from λ c , the rate of clusters per star, which is inferred from the observed multiple planet systems. Using our Clustered Periods model leads to similar conclusions. Of course, these conclusions must be interpreted in the context of the parametrization of our model, e.g., the use of Poisson and Rayleigh distributions. Altogether, our results suggest that the Kepler dichotomy is most easily explained by two populations with different inclination distributions, as opposed to different multiplicity distributions. Zink, Christiansen, & Hansen (2019) proposed that the Kepler dichotomy could be explained by a combination of geometric transit probability, a distribution of mutual inclinations, and a detection efficiency model that accounts for order of planet detection by the Kepler pipeline. For their star and planet sample, they report that the observed ratio of double to single transit systems is 4% larger than that predicted by their model when ignoring how the detection efficiency depends on order of detection. When using their model for how the detection efficiency differs for subsequent planets, this difference is reduced to 2%. However, Zink, Christiansen, & Hansen (2019) did not attempt to make use of information contained in the distributions of orbital period ratios, transit depth ratios, or transit duration ratios of planets in a single planetary system, as was done in this study. We find that these provide valuable information for characterizing the distribution of planetary architectures and evidence for the Kepler dichotomy.
It is also useful to compare the planet detection efficiency models of the two studies. Zink, Christiansen, & Hansen (2019) fit separate detection efficiency curves for the first planet (technically the first threshold crossing event, TCE) to be detected by the Kepler pipeline and for subsequent planets (or other TCEs). For planets with orbital periods less than 200 days (i.e., the vast majority of detections in our sample), they find that the expected MES needed for a 50% probability of detecting the planet increases from 8.3 (for the first planet) to 9.0 (for the second planet). The detection efficiency rises rapidly with expected MES, so the more important effect is that their model for the detection probability of a transiting planet with high signal-to-noise asymptotes to 0.982 (for the first planet), but only to 0.928 for subsequent planets in the same system.
In contrast, our study used a detailed planet detection and vetting efficiency model based on Hsu et al. (2019) . It was also derived by fitting a model to the results of the Christiansen (2017) pixel-level transit injection study. One key difference is that it includes both the probability that a planet was detected by the pipeline and that it was labeled as a planet by the robovetter. A second important difference is that the detection model of Hsu et al. (2019) includes an explicit dependence on the number of transits observed (and an implicit dependence on the orbital period). Most detected planets have 38 or more observed transits, in which case the detection efficiency approaches 0.945 for high SNR. For planets with 5-36 transits, our model asymptotes at 0.834 to 0.890 for high SNR, depending on the number of transits observed. Therefore, it appears that accounting for dependence on number of transits (or orbital period) is more important than the order of detection. This strengthens our findings that the Kepler data provide evidence for a high-inclination population of planetary systems to explain the observed Kepler dichotomy.
Features in Period Ratio Distribution
Planets near a mean-motion resonance (MMR):
We find that our clustered models can produce the spikes in the period ratio distribution near first-order MMRs similar to those observed by Kepler by assigning planets from the high inclination population to the low inclination population when near an MMR. Since we do not explicitly consider models with an explicit excess near MMRs, we do not exclude that possibility. Nevertheless, our results do provide insight into how significant an excess would be needed to create such spikes.
While f σ i,high describes the fraction of systems initially assigned to the high-inclination population, a fraction of the planets in these systems are still assigned a low mutual inclinations if they are near a (first-order) MMR. Since the distribution of period ratios for all planets is smooth (see Figures 6 and 7) , the spikes in the observed period ratio distribution come solely from this population. In our fully clustered model, we find that the fraction of all planets near an MMR (as defined in §2.1.6) with another planet is f mmr = 0.29 ± 0.04. Thus, reproducing the spikes near MMRs in the observed period ratio distribution (without invoking a change in the distribution of mutual inclinations) would require a population of FSWP × f mmr × f σ i,high × NPPS = 0.29 +0.11 −0.09 planets per star that are near a first-order MMR. This can be compared to a rate of FSWP × (1 − f σ i,high ) × NPPS 1.31 +0.55 −0.35 planets per star that are responsible for the "background" population of multiple planet systems, excluding spikes in the period ratio distribution. We caution that these results are based on our distance function that includes a term for the overall observed period ratio distribution, but does not know about the dynamical significance of MMRs. Using a distance function that explicitly considers the behavior of the period-ratio distribution near MMRs would be expected to provide a stronger constraint. Conversely, at least part of the observed spikes in the period ratio distribution could be due to shifting the period ratios of planet pairs from slightly less to slightly more than the value at resonance.
The period ratio distribution also provides additional constraints on proposals to explain the Kepler dichotomy. Our parameterization of the mutual inclination distribution involves contributions to the period ratio distribution from both high and low mutual inclination populations. While a four-planet system has three pairs of adjacent planets, a two planet system has only one planet pair. Therefore, reducing the mean multiplicity of the high-inclination population from greater than four to two (see §4.4) would reduce the amplitude of spikes in the period ratio distribution by more than a factor of three. If the high-inclination population were to have a significantly lower mean number of planets per planetary system than the low-inclination population, then explaining the near-resonant peaks in the distribution of period ratios would likely require invoking an actual excess of planetary pairs near resonance.
Are planets evenly spaced? Weiss et al. (2018a) and Zhu (2019) explored the period ratios of inner-outer pairs for observed 3-planet chains. Weiss et al. (2018a) found a strong correlation between P in = P j+1 /P j and P out = P j+2 /P j+1 (where planets are sorted so P j 's are increasing) for small period ratios and concluded that planets in 3+ systems tend to be uniformly spaced. However, Zhu (2019) suggested that this correlation is largely due to a combination of detection biases and imposing an arbitrary upper limit on the period ratio (P < 4 as used in Weiss et al. 2018a) . We test these assertions by also considering P in and P out as well as the their ratio (P out /P in ). Our model does not explicitly enforce any correlation between P in and P out either in the generation of systems or in the distance function. Any observed correlation will be due to a combination of observational selection effects and the "natural" peak in P given the process for drawing orbital periods. The intrinsic distributions of P out /P in are peaked near one in each of our models. However, the observed distribution of P out /P in is much more highly peaked than that observed in the Non-clustered model. In contrast, the clustered models produce a peak in P out /P in around unity, but it is slightly wider than the peak in the observed distribution of P out /P in . Furthermore, the Kepler ratio of period ratios is even more peaked than the predictions of our clustered models. We conclude that there is a significant correlation in the period ratios of neighboring planet pairs in actual planetary systems. This strengthens the conclusion of Weiss et al. (2018a) .
Future Research
Future studies can build on our model and codes to incorporate additional physical processes which are not included in our current models into our forward model. One could consider alternative parametric distributions for the distributions of intrinsic multiplic-ity, periods, radii, eccentricities, and inclinations. For example, one possible extension would be to incorporate a more sophisticated model for the distribution of planet radii (e.g., incorporating period dependence and/or allowing for a local minimum in the frequency as a function of planet size). Zink, Christiansen, & Hansen (2019) showed that adding a radius-valley resulted in only a modest effect on the inferred parameters for the radius and period distribution. Nevertheless, allowing for a more flexible model for the radiusperiod distribution would likely lead to improving the goodness-offit, particularly for the somewhat poorly fit distributions of transit depth and transit depth ratios.
Another possible extension would be to allow for explicitly modeling a population of systems with resonant or near-resonant planet pairs or chains. The results presented here show that the Kepler observations (particularly the period ratio and transit duration ratio distributions) can be explained by a model with no excess of planets near MMRs relative to the background period ratio distribution. However, this finding does not preclude the possibility that there still might be a small excess of near-resonant planetary systems also contribute to the observed spikes in the period ratio distribution (see §4.5). Future studies could explore models with parameters for the amplitude and/or width of such spikes in the period ratio distribution. Such additions would likely benefit from adding new terms to the distance function that explicitly compare behavior near MMRs. This paper adopted a distance function that takes into account each of the observed distributions of the Kepler population (as described in §2.4.1 and shown in Figure 1) , along with the overall rate of planets per observed star f Kepler . Our summary statistics are based on the marginal distributions for each observable. Therefore, it is possible that we might find models that reproduce our chosen summary statistics well, but differ in its prediction for the observed Kepler catalog in other ways (e.g., a correlation between orbital period and planet radius, or a correlation with planet occurrence and host star metallicity). As shown in §3, our choice of summary statistics and distance function already provide strong constraints on many physically interesting model parameters. Future research adding additional summary statistics and component distances could shrink the ABC posterior further and help constrain any additional model parameters. For example, future research could incorporate the detection of transit timing variations (TTVs) or transit duration variations (TDVs), so as to provide stronger constraints on the abundance and properties of non-transiting planets.
Our forward model makes use of the Kepler DR25 completeness and reliability products (Christiansen 2017; Burke & Catanzarite 2017a,b,c; Christiansen 2017; Thompson et al. 2018 ) to account for the vast majority of factors that influence the detectability of planets. One aspect in which our model of the detection efficiency could be improved relates to how the Kepler pipeline's detection efficiency is affected by multiple transiting planets. The pipeline first detects the planet with the largest multiple event statistics (MES, analogous to combined transit signal-to-noise), masks out observations near when that planet transits, and re-searches the light curve for additional planets. Typically, only ∼ 0.4% of the light curve is lost for each additional planet (Schmitt, Jenkins, & Fischer 2017; Zink, Christiansen, & Hansen 2019) . Thus, masking out observations near transits of a more easily detected planet is expected to have only a modest effect on the integrated transit signal-to-noise and the probability of observing at least three transits. Indeed, Zink, Christiansen, & Hansen (2019) showed that the multiplicity distribution is only slightly changed when accounting for the lower detection efficiency of subsequent planets.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a framework for generating populations of planetary systems and simulating observed catalogs of exoplanets under the conditions of a Kepler-like mission. We compare three physically motivated models: the Non-clustered model, the Clustered Periods model, and the Clustered Periods and Sizes model, to the observed Kepler Q1-Q17 DR25 population of uniformly vetted planet candidates. Our analysis is limited to planets with orbital periods between 3 and 300 days and radii between 0.5 and 10 R ⊕ , which form the bulk of the DR25 catalog (2137 planets in our subset). While most of our findings are consistent with previous works (Lissauer et al. 2011b; Fang & Margot 2012; Tremaine & Dong 2012; Fabrycky et al. 2014; Mulders et al. 2018) , this work improves on previous studies by incorporating improved and more homogeneous planet and star catalogs, an improved model for Kepler detection efficiency, and by providing a forward model that simultaneously fits all of the marginal distributions described in §2.4.1.
Our models are highly flexible and allow for the relatively fast generation (∼ 10s for a physical and observed catalog with the 79,935 target stars used in this study) of simulated observed catalogs that are similar to the Kepler exoplanet catalog in terms of many observables. We define a set of observable summary statistics and a distance function for comparing simulated models with the Kepler data. We identify model parameters that result in simulated observed catalogs that closely match the Kepler catalog in terms of the observed planet multiplicity, period, period ratio, transit duration, period-normalized transit duration ratio (ξ), transit depth, and transit depth ratio distributions. We train a Gaussian process (GP) model for each of our physical models in order to build an emulator for rapidly predicting the distance as a function of the model parameters. Using the emulator, we draw from the ABC posterior and provide credible intervals for each of the model parameters as constrained by the data.
We find that a non-clustered model with a Poisson distribution for the true number of planets per system, single and broken power-laws for the periods and planetary radii, and a simple stability criteria, can reasonably fit most of the key observable properties of the Kepler population, including the overall rate of observed planets, as well as the period, transit depth, and transit duration distributions, although there are clear differences. However, the number of observed multi-planet systems, the period ratio distribution, and the planet radius ratio distributions are poorly modeled by the Nonclustered model. In contrast, clustered models (of periods) can produce observed planet multiplicity and period ratio distributions that are significantly better fits to those observed by Kepler. The transit durations and duration ratios are also improved to an appreciable extent. Our fully clustered model, with Clustered Periods and Sizes, performs similarly well and is the best description of the marginal distributions of the Kepler data to date. While this model allows for more similar sizes of planets within the same system, the fit to the observed radius ratio distribution is not significantly improved in terms of the KS or AD distances, suggesting that additional features in this distribution are still inadequately reproduced by any of our current models. Most notably, the observed radius ratio distribution appears to be quite asymmetric, which is likely a signature of stripped planetary atmospheres due to photo-evaporation (Lopez, Fortney, & Miller 2012; Owen & Wu 2017) or core-powered mass loss (Gupta & Schlichting 2018) . Weiss et al. (2018a) find a very similar effect of clustering and asymmetry in the radius ratio distribution and also a slight positive correlation between radius ratio and the difference in effective temperatures between adjacent plan-ets. Thus, we show with forward modeling that while the observed planet radii ratio distribution of the Kepler data require more than a simple clustering in intrinsic sizes to explain, the data cannot be reproduced in a non-clustered model by detection biases alone, in contrast to the results of Zhu (2019) .
Several investigations on the numbers of Kepler single and multi-transiting systems, i.e. the observed multiplicity distribution, suggest that there is an apparent excess of observed singles and that this indicates the existence of more than one underlying population of planetary systems, or a so-called "Kepler dichotomy" (e.g., Lissauer et al. 2011b; Johansen et al. 2012; Hansen & Murray 2013; Ballard & Johnson 2016) . While there is evidence for the excess of stars with a single transiting planet (relative to the predictions based on abundance of systems with multiple transiting planets), other studies (e.g., Weiss et al. 2018b) show that the stellar properties of the singles and multis are indistinguishable, suggesting a common origin. We account for the dichotomy by including two populations of planetary systems with separate mutual inclination dispersions (Rayleigh(σ i,high ) for a fraction f σ i,high of all systems and Rayleigh(σ i,low ) for the remaining systems) for each of our models, and find that this is necessary to fit the multiplicity distribution. In our Non-clustered model, the occurrence of multi-transiting systems is significantly under-produced, due to a tendency for f σ i,high to be very low ( 3%). In our clustered models, the multiplicity distribution is extremely well reproduced, with 1 − f σ i,high 60% of systems having small mutual inclinations of σ i,low ∼ 1.4 • and the remaining ∼ 40% of systems with broad mutual inclinations required to account for the excess observed singles. The log ξ distribution for planets not near any apparent MMRs with other observed planets is also well reproduced with these mutual inclinations and a Rayleigh distribution of eccentricities, σ e ∼ 0.02. Based on models that allow for clustering in period and radius, it is unlikely that the excess of single transiting planet systems could be explained solely by a large population of intrinsically single-planet systems. Thus, our results provide new evidence in favor of the Kepler dichotomy being due to a population of planetary systems with a broader distribution of mutual inclinations than characteristic of the observed Kepler multiple planet systems.
Previous studies also show that most observed Kepler systems are not near low-order MMRs (e.g., Lissauer et al. 2011b; Veras & Ford 2012; Fabrycky et al. 2014; Steffen & Hwang 2015) , and our model reliably reproduces this observation. Nevertheless, the small fraction of systems near MMRs are particularly interesting to dynamicists and for constraining planet formation models. Therefore, we investigated the ability of our model to reproduce the small spikes in the period ratio distribution slightly wide of first-order MMRs due purely to geometrical effects by assigning planet pairs near MMRs with mutual inclinations also drawn from the population with a narrow distribution of mutual inclinations (σ i,low ∼ 1.4 • ). While some but not all of the draws from our clustered models include spikes in the period ratio distribution near MMRs, these spikes are statistically robust (see the quantiles (red curves) in Figures 4 and 5 ). Future studies may be able to better constrain the properties of near-MMR systems by making use of additional observational constraints (e.g., transit timing variations and transit duration variations).
Our framework of simulating ensembles of planetary systems in a forward model provides a way of directly probing the underlying populations of exoplanets and their properties, including planets that are not observed or do not transit. Our clustered models also provide considerable utility for informing follow-up efforts of new exoplanet surveys such as the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) mission, which is expected to discover thousands of additional planetary candidates (Sullivan et al. 2015; Bouma et al. 2017; Stassun et al. 2017) . By matching the observed distributions of period ratios and transit depth ratios for the Kepler exoplanets and assuming that the Kepler population is representative of planetary systems to be observed by TESS, our Clustered Periods and Sizes model can be used to compute conditional probabilities of additional RV detectable planets in systems with already known planets of measured periods and radii.
We have made the core SysSim code (https://github.com/ ExoJulia/ExoplanetsSysSim.jl), inputs collated from numerous datafiles (https://github.com/ExoJulia/SysSimData), and the code specific to the clustered models (https://github. com/ExoJulia/SysSimExClusters) available to the public via Github. We encourage other researchers to contribute model extensions via pull requests and/or additional public git repositories. Additionally, researchers can use our forward modeling pipeline to perform detailed comparisons of the results of planet formation simulations with Kepler observations, so as to improve our understanding of planet formation and the architectures of planetary systems more generally. For researchers who prefer not to run the SysSim code themselves, we provide hundreds of physical and observed catalogs in table format, each containing the simulated true and observed properties of ∼ 10 5 planetary systems, generated from each of our three models using either the best-fit parameter values or draws from the ABC-posterior distribution for parameter values explained in §3. Figure 5 . Histograms of the total (weighted; top row) and individual distance terms (second row and below) for each of our models. Each histogram includes 100 simulated catalogs with parameters drawn from the emulator passing our KS distance thresholds for each model. With the exception of the two upper-most rows, the left panels show the individual KS distance terms while the right panels show the individual AD distance terms. For each panel, the bottom x-axis labels the true KS or AD distances (D KS or D AD ), while the top x-axis labels the weighted distance (i.e. the bottom axis scaled by a weight w as listed in Table 2 ).
